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ILWU Wins
'13-Man'
Lawsuit

Board Acts
On Major
issues

SAN FRANCISCO — The position of the
International and Local 10 in the case
brought by a group of San Francisco B
longshoremen who were deregistered in
1963 for failure to meet standards jointly
agreed to by the Union and PMA, was sustained February 8 by the US Court of Appeals in San Francisco, ILWU attorney
Norman Leonard reports.
Those deregistered B men have been
plaguing the International and Local 10 for
almost 20 years with this lawsuit, Leonard
said. They sought damages in the millions
of dollars. They claimed that they should
not have been deregistered even though
the records showed that they had committed LMO (low-man-out) violations, or had
been late in paying their pro rata to the
dispatch hall, or had failed to meet the
70-, availability rule, or had been guilty
of pilferage or intoxication.
They raised all kinds of arguments as to
why the rules governing such matters
should not have been applied to them. They
also argued that the contract's distinction
between A and B men was illegal. They
contended that the Union had not represented them fairly, but had acted arbitrarily or in bad faith in connection with their
deregistrations.
PRECEDENT
The Court of Appeals rejected all of these
arguments. It followed a 1978 decision obtained by Leonard and Local 40's attorney,
Frank Pozzi, in a Portland case, where
similar arguments had been made and rejected. In that case, involving casual
clerks, the Portland court held that it was
not unreasonable for the Union to take
steps to insure a comfortable standard of
living for the registered work force by giving them a high priority for available work
even though unregistered men were offered
only a limited amount of work. That took
—Continued on Page 12

HONOLULU—The 12-member ILWU International Executive Board, holding a
two day meeting here February 12-13 took
action on a wide variety of foreign and
domestic issues. For full text of board
actions, see pages 11 and 12.
The Board unanimously condemned
President Carter's attempt to reinstate
selective service registration, charging
that "such action is unnecessary. and
that it will heighten the already dangerous level of world tensions."
A revived draft, the board said, "threatens to disrupt and possibly endanger the
lives of yet another generation of American young people for some very dubious
purposes. . . . The ILWU rejects the notion that American young people—most of
whom will inevitably be poor and working class—must he prepared to die to protect the interest of a handful of unbelieveably wealthy oil companies."
The Board specifically urged all members, locals, district councils, pension
groups and auxiliaries to urge their representatives in Washington to reject the
President's request for funding for the selective service apparatus.
BLATANT VIOLATION
The Board also unanimously condemned
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan as a
"blatant violation of the fundamental right
of each nation to determine its own destiny without the direct intervention of other
countries. . . . The Soviet invasion poses
a critical danger to world peace. It has
brought US-Soviet relations to the boiling
point, and thereby pushed the world closer
to nuclear catastrophe."
Also approved was a strongly worded statement condemning Senate Bill
2153, the so-called Occupational Safety
and Health Improvement Act of 1980, as an
attempt to "dismember OSHA." The bill,

A Day to Remember
The Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor
Area is union country, where kids learn principles of solidarity along with their ABC's.
Working people in towns like Wilmington,Pedro and Long Beach constitute a large
extended family. They grew up together. The
common understandings born of years of
struggle unite them.
So it should come as no surprise that
when employers, the police, or anyone else,
mess with any single element of this community they run into a massive response.
That's what the powerful demonstration
of labor solidarity which took place in
Wilmington on Saturday March 1 was all
about.

—Continued on Page 12
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A New Cold War?
Short
Stuff
O'Casey Labor Salute
March 30 marks the centenary of the
birth of Ireland's beloved poet and
playwright Sean O'Casey, and the event
will be celebrated that evening at the
Delancey Street Foundation, Fulton and
Eighth, San Francisco.
O'Casey was a brilliant writer, whose
plays laid the basis for the development of an Irish national theater. He
was an important leader of the Irish
labor and independence movement, and
one of the founder of the Irish Transport and General Workers Union.
No-host cocktails at 5 p.m., followed
by dinner and entertainment at 6 p.m.
Special guests are Mi^k Mullen. Geier
Secretary of the IGTWU, speakers include President Jim Herman and California AFL-CIO head John Henning.
Tickets are $15, send checks to -Sean
O'Casey Centenary," 904 Vallejo Street,
San Francisco 94133. Phone 771-3876.

July 5 Commemoration

Members of the ILWU Local 10 pension club have reaffirmed their request
that the city of San Francisco name
the existing park at the foot of Mission
Street in honor of Nick Bordoise and
Howard Sperry who were murdered by
police there on Bloody Thursday July
5, 1934.
In a letter to Mayor Dianne Feinstein,
club President Robert Rohatch also
asked that a plaque be erected at the
corner of Mission and Steuart cornmorating Bloody Thursday.

Noise Conference
A trade union conference on "Noise
in the Workplace" will be held March
12-14 on the campus of the University
of California in Berkeley. The conference, sponsored by the Labor Occupational Health Program at UC, in cooperation with a number of unions,
will feature discussion of the problem
of occupational noise and hearing loss,
the latest engineering steps to control
noise, etc.
The conference will take place at the
Tan Oak Room of the Student Union.
Registration begins at 8:15 a.m.,
Wednesday. March 12. Conference fee,
including training materials, is $60. For
further information contact Paul
Chown or Dick Ginnold of LOHP at
(415) 642-5507.

The Census Count
It's census time and we are reminded
by the New Oakland Committee that
it's particularly important that all
working people and minority group
members make sure that they and their
families are accurately counted.
"In the past, many people have been
afraid to answer the questions,- says
Local 6 BA Leon Harris who is working with the group. -But important
things like legislative appointment and
eligibility for all kinds of federal assistance are based on the census." Minority communities in particular are
chronically under-counted in the census.
Answers to census questions are completely confidential. If you're interested
in helping to make sure the count is accurate, call Ruth Jackson at the New
Oakland Committee (415) 893-9660.

Free Advice for Jobless
Have you been turned down for unemployment benefits, or do you just
want to discuss your situation with
someone before you apply?
The Unemployment Project of the
National Lawyers Guild offers free information and advice on how to get unemployment benefits and how to keep
them. In addition, the project offers
free representation in appeals for clients who have been denied benefits.
Trained counselors are available every
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday evening from 6 to 8 p.m., either in person
at 558 Capp Street in San Francisco, or
by telephone at 647-3140.

The shadow of war hangs heavy over the world. What with
the Soviet Union's invasion of Afghanistan and the intemperate
response of President Carter, the world is perhaps closer to
nuclear catastrophe than ever before.
Having first of all declared the Soviet invasion "the gravest
threat to peace since World War II," the President threatened
that the US would protect its oil supplies in the Persian Gulf
"by any means necessary," including war. He has asked for
the resumption of selective service registration. He has called
upon Congress to unleash the CIA. He has scuttled further
progress in the area of nuclear arms control and instead
weighed in with a new record military budget featuring full
funding for the sophisticated new MX missile system. He has
established a "rapid deployment force" which will eventually
be able to deliver up to 100.000
American soldiers to the Middle
East in a matter of hours. He
has committed the US to the
sale of military support equipment to China, and long term
military assistance to Pakistan
and other military governments
and monarchies in the region.
And, of course, he has ordered
a US boycott of the Moscow
Olympics.
The US response to the invasion must be based on a serious
analysis of the realities of the region and of the USSR's intentions, and not be a subject of election year opportunism. Amidst
all the hysterical talk about pending attacks on the Iranian oil
fields, or a drive to a "warm water port," the overwhelming
weight of the evidence suggests that the invasion is an attempt
to impose some ortler in an unstable country on a sensitive
border, and that the USSR acted out of a deep-seated and not
entirely unreasonable fear of encirclement and subversion.
While the invasion, as the statement of our International Executive Board makes clear, justifies condemnation, US threats to
unleash a nuclear war, to escalate the arms race, and to resume the US's role as the world's number one anti-communist
policeman are neither appropriate to this situation, nor in the
best interests of the survival of the human race.
OPPOSE THE DRAFT
The call for selective service registration—the first step
toward the resumption of the draft—is an excellent example of
what former ambassador and Soviet expert George Kerman has
called the "lack of balance" in the President's response. The
whole question of the draft strikes a very deep emotional chord
with the American people. It was not so long ago that this
society was virtually torn apart as hundreds of thousands of
young people—a disproportionately large share of whom were
sons of the poor, the racial minorities and the working class—

were taken off to face death in a war which made no sense.
The possibility that this tragedy might repeat itself has already
set nerves on edge.
The draft makes no sense. in either military, political or
diplomatic terms. The suggestion that the US could fight a
conventional war with the Soviet Union is fantasy—that war
would rapidly escalate into a nuclear confrontation which would
be over in a matter of hours. The suggestion that draftees
could or should be used to back-up corrupt and despotic governments, such as that of Pakistan, against their own people
is morally and politically repugnant to the American people.
Resumption of the draft is a hollow show of strength. A large
number of young people will forcefully demonstrate that they
do not wish to risk their lives to insure either the stability of
those governments or the continued flow of profits to the
American oil companies. Potential adversaries will take note
of the deep divisions within US society.
A military solution to these
complex problems is unthinkable. The oil producing regions
of the Middle East are likely
to be extremely unstable for
many years to come, as the
desire of the peoples of that
area for a better life produces
countless variations on what has
already happened in Iran and
Afghanistan. There is no way
that the US can control that
process.
The United States must first
of all end its dependence on the natural resources of the Middle
East. Such dependence is the result not of a decision made
openly by the American people or the government, but by the
large oil companies who have found the extraction of oil from
the Middle East far more profitable than development of alternative renewable energy sources, or increased domestic production. This search for higher profits now threatens us with
war, and the "Carter Doctrine" is a sure prescription for such
a catastrophe.
NEGOTIATIONS NECESSARY
The problem posed by Afghanistan must be settled by negotiation, with the ultimate neutrality of that nation assured.
President Carter would do well to take recent Soviet proposals
in this direction seriously. Ultimately, SALT II and other agreements on arms control must be put back on track, and the
national priorities which relegate such an absurd proportion of
our national wealth for the creation of new instruments of
destruction must be challenged.
The labor movement and its allies must do everything possible to make sure that these issues are raised in the coming
months, and that this election campaign does not become an
exercise in competitive sabre rattling. The stakes are too high
and the dangers are too great. We must begin by forcefully
opposing the draft, and forcing the fullest possible debate on
all aspects of President Carter's program.

Wage-Price Controls on the Agenda?
The more the Carter administration says
it's against wage and price controls, the
more they look inevitable.
That's the consensus among businessmen surveyed by The Wall Street Journal
last week, many of whom are raising their
prices "to get in before the door is
slammed."
The irony is that the resulting spurt in
prices might even trigger controls in a
self-fulfilling prophecy. Inflation could get
so bad, said Gerard Adams, University of
Pennsylvania professor, that "the President won't have any choice."
Talk about mandatory controls has been
growing following a surge in consumer
prices in January and a plunge in the
stock and bond markets soon after Carter
unveiled budget proposals widely viewed
as inflationary.

Excess Oil Profits
Must End,Says C/LEC
WASHINGTON, DC — As part of a
nationwide campaign to pressure the Carter Administration to rollback energy
prices, the Citizen/Labor Energy Coalition recently accused the major oil companies of overcharging America's heating
oil customers by $1.6 billion this winter,
and petitioned the Department of Energy
to stop these excess profits by reimposing
price controls on heating oil and diesel
fuel.
The Coalition — made up of more than
200 organizations, including the AFL-CIO,
the National Council of Senior Citizens,
and the ILWU — presented similar petitions to the DOE regional offices in Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Chicago.
Citing the DOE's own figures, the Coalition noted that heating oil prices jumped
to more than 40 per gallon since prices
were decontrolled in 1976. despite DOE assurances that prices would rise no more
than 2st or 3st per gallon by 1979.

Deeply worried about possible panic in
financial markets because of the spurts
in inflation, the administration seems likely to bring sharp federal spending cuts
aimed at balancing the budget and new
restrictions on money and credit. There
was talk, too, of reducing spending by
ment" programs such as Social Security,
S10-$20 billion and of trimming "entitlefood stamp and veterans benefit.
This new anti-inflation package, when
unveiled, may represent the Carter administration's last chance to curb the
wage-price spiral without resorting to controls.
Discussion of mandatory controls was
partially spurred by Senator Edward Kennedy, who recently called for an acrossthe-board six-month freeze on prices,
wages, interest rates, profits, dividends
and rents.
Congressional Democrats also are starting to think about the previously unthinkable prospect of mandatory wage and
price controls. Senate Democratic Whip

Pfizer Strikers Seek Aid
In Key Local 6 Struggle
EMERYVILLE — Officials of Warehouse Local 6 are asking the membership
to assist the 80 striking union members
at the Pfizer Chemical plant in Emeryville.
These workers walked out on January
16 in a dispute over a cost-of-living adjustment, pensions, compulsory overtime and
other issues. No further negotiations are
scheduled, and picketing is conductad on a
24-hour basis.
The strike is the first of a number of
possible battles this year facing some
1,000 Local 6 members. Shop stewards are
requested to ask the members in their
houses for a voluntary donation to assist
the Pfizer strikers. Donations can be sent
to ILWU Local 6, 99 Hegenberger Road,
Oakland, CA 94621.

Alan Cranston of California, often considered a weathervane for the sentiments of
his Democratic colleagues, says, that because -nothing seems to be working very
well" on the anti-inflation front, "we do
need to take a new look at the whole range
of options open to us, including wage and
price controls." He adds that although he
currently doesn't favor controls, "we
should keep our minds open."
Such talk has been growing despite the
president's reiteration of his opposition to
controls. He recently called them "counterproductive" and "out of the question
for me." He also noted that he doesn't have
congressional authority to impose mandatory controls.
Any legislation authorizing controls
would have to be approved by both the
Senate and House Banking Committees,
which, incidentally, are planning to hold
hearings on the issue of inflation and wageprice controls next month.
House Speaker Tip O'Neil points out,
however, that any move for controls would
have to originate with Carter — not the
Congress.
In any case, many businessmen, with
revised price lists in hand, well remember that former President Nixon proclaimed his opposition to mandatory
measures almost up to the moment he
imposed them.
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Ca'cot

Compress Lab
Workers Come
In From Cold
BAKERSFIELD — Tired of watching
their unionized co-workers win better and
better wages and benefits, a group of
quality control workers at Calcot Cotton Compress recently voted to join ILWU
warehouse Local 26. Organizing was
handled by the ILWU Southern California
Regional office.
The production-maintenance employees
at Ca'cot have been in the union for years,
and last December the quality control
workers approached the Local 26 representatives about joining the bargaining
unit.
The ILWU soon had more than 120 of
the lab employees signed up on pledge
cards. It was determined at a National
Labor Relations Board hearing that the
unit had 168 eligible employees at the peak
of the cotton season. But by the time the
election rolled around on February 29,
the unit had been reduced to 49 active
employees as a result of seasonal layoffs.
The ILWU won the election by a vote of
354o-6, and has been certified as bargaining agent. Local 26 officers expect to
start negotiations in the near future. The
unit will vary from 50-to-150 workers,
depending on the cotton season.

Local 12 Boommen
Win Major Gains
NORTH BEND— Fifteen boommen belonging to a unit of Local 12 have ratified
a new three-year contract with their employers. Boommen work on log rafts in
tidewater and river ports in the northwest.
The agreement raise wages by $1.05 the
first year and 80c in each of the succeeding two years, plus COLA, reports Local
12 President Joe Jakovac who headed the
negotiating team.
Other gains include:
o Pension improvements, with the employers contributing $1.10 per hour, the
first year of the agreement; $1.17 the second year; and $1.24 the third year. The
money goes into an individual account as
a kind of deferred bonus.
•Improved vacation schedule providing
for 46 hours pay for each week of vacation
during the first year of the agreement; 48
hours pay the second year; and 50 hours
pay the third year.
o Two additional paid holidays, bringing
the toal number of paid holidays to 14.
* Increased weekly indemnity for accident and illness off the job; and improved
life insurance benefit, to $15,000 for nonaccidental death and $44,000 for accidental
death, as well as improved dental program, hospital and medical programs.
Unit negotiators were Duane Moore and
Murtie Lffinton.

45 Local 26 Members
Take on Giant Firm
LOS ANGELES—Forty-five members of
ILWU warehouse Local 26 employed at
Kilsby Tubesupply Company in the City of
Industry, an LA suburb, voted unanimously February 1 to strike over wages. pensions, working conditions and health benefits.
"Since that time, all members have
maintained complete solidarity in this
effort," said Local 26 Business Agent Billy
Hudggins, "and we have continued to meet
with the company."
Both parties met on February 15 through
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service, and then scheduled other meetings for February 28 and 29.
Kilsby Tubesupply is a division of the
giant Fluor Corporation. In the February
edition of a Fluor publication, "International Roundup," the company pointed out
that this is the seventh year of recordbreaking profits.
The ILWU strikers at Kilsby expressed
appreciation for their sister Local 13 which
has provided them with extra work, and
for the teamster Joint Council 42 which
has honored their picket lines.
The negotiating committee consists of
John Vallegos, Ignacio Mendoza and
Hudggins.

ILWU Local 142 members throughout Hawaii met during the month of February to discuss and ratify sugar and
pine contracts. Photos show stopwoik meetings at Lihue Plantation, Kau (left) and at Hilo Coast Processing-Mauna
Kea Sugar.

Sugar,Pine Pacts Win Big Yes Vote,
Feature Big Wage,Fringe improvement
HONOLULU — Some 7,200 members of
ILWU Local 142 employed in the sugar
industry voted by 98% last month to approve a new two-year agreement, which
provides wage increases of from 10.3%
to 11.5%.
At the same time a pineapple contract
featuring similarly hefty increases was
ratified by 97%.
The start rate for sugar workers in the
lowest labor grade will go up by 55,from
$4.99 to $5.54, effective February 1, 1980.
The rate will go up by the same amount,
to $6.99, on February 1, 1980.

Workers in the highest labor grade now
earning $7.125 per hour will receive an
increase of 75c to $7.875, on February 1,
1980 and to $8.625 February 1, 1981.
Workers at the so-called distressed
plantations — Mauna Kea Sugar Co. and
Hilo Coast Processing Co. — will receive
the same increases, but in four, rather
than two, increments in the two-year period.
Other improvements in sugar include a
20c premium for the second shift of work
and a 30c premium for the third shift of
work; reclassification of certain jobs; a

Teamster Chief Economist Norm Weintraub addresses February 21
Noithern California Warehouse Council symposium.

ILWU IBT Symposium—

Bargaining Scene in Warehouse
OAKLAND — Some 60 full-time officers from ILWU and Teamster warehouse locals in Northern California
met February 21 to discuss the climate
for collective bargaining in 1980. The
symposium, the first of its kind, was
organized by the Northern California
Warehouse Council, IBT-ILWU, and
brought together representatives from
all the unions that participated in last
year's warehouse negotiations.
It was co-chaired by ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Curtis McClain and IBT
Local 853 Secretary Al Costa.
In his opening remarks, McClain paid
particular tribute to "many of the
founders of this Council who could not
be here today, people like Lou Goldblatt and George Mock, Chili Duarte,
George Valter, Frank Farro, Mark
O'Reilly and Joe Dillon."
Participants heard a report from
Teamster Chief Economist Norm Weintraub on the new voluntary pay guidelines being developed by President
Carter's Pay Advisory Committee.
ILWU Research Director Barry Silverman looked back on the 1979 warehouse
industry settlement in light of other
contract settlements and present economic conditions.
The Northern California Warehouse
Council, IBT-ILWU. co-chaired by McClain and Costa, negotiates the master
agreements in the warehouse and distribution industry in Northern Califor-

nia which set the pattern for the wages,
fringe benefits and conditions for thousands of workers throughout the region.
The current master agreements expire
May 31, 1982.
The Council plans to hold similar
functions during the term of the master agreements so that the locals affiliated with the Council can keep close
tabs on developments under those
agreements and prepare for the next
round of industry-wide negotiations.

From left, Northern California
Warehouse Council co-chairs
Curt McClain, ILWU SecretaryTreasurer; and Al Costa, Secretary
of IBT Local 853. Also ILWU Research Director Barry Silverman
and Weintraub.

new holiday in 1981 to increase paid holidays to 10 days per year; pay for serving
on neighborhood boards; and an optional
family dental plan. At present only children are covered.
The new agreement affects workers at
14 sugar plantations under contract with
the 1LWU.
Regional Director and negotiating
spokesman Tommy Trask said that the
new sugar pact is one of the best that has
been negotiated. He expressed the hope
that stability, through legislation and other means, will come to the industry.
"This is the only way," he said, "that
our sugar members and their families can
avoid the roller coaster effect of lean and
fat years."
John Lee chaired the 14-member sugar
negotiating committee — International
President Jim Herman also assisted in
the final stages.
PINEAPPLE PACT
same
time, some 4,000 members
At the
of Local 142 in the pineapple industry
voted by 97% to ratify the recently negotiated agreement which provides wage
increases of $1 to $1,56 for a two-year period ending January 31, 1982.
Increases will raise workers in the lowest labor grade to $5.98 from $4.98 in two
increments of 50c each on February 1,
1980 and February 2, 1981. Workers in the
trades category will receive a high of
$9.335 per hour from $7.775 at the same
time in two increments of 78c each.
ILWU Regional Director Tommy Trask
pointed out that the increases average 10%
each year and represent the highest increase negotiated for pineapple workers.
The pineapple workers also won a 5c increase in night shift premiums; another
paid holiday bringing the total of 10 annually for the regular fulltime employees;
three weeks' vacation after 10 years of
service instead of 15 years; a reduced
waiting period for sick pay; and an optional family dental plan in 1981 (the present
plan covers only children); and other
changes in classification and separation
allowances.
Workers covered by the agreement are
employed in the factory and field operations of Dole Company (Lanai and Oahu),
Del Monte Corporation (Molokai and
Oahu), and Maui Land & Pineapple Co.
(Maui only).
Trask said that the successful conclusion came because "we worked hard, did
not negotiate via the media, and stuck by
our guns when we needed to protect our
members whose living standards are being eroded by galloping inflation."
The 12-member pine committee was
chaired by Reno Calatario. Trask served
as negotiating spokesman, and International President Jim Herman assisted in
wrapping things up.

Local 13 Aids Cambodia
WILMINGTON — A total of S351.15 has
been collected by Longshore Local 13 for
Cambodian relief in response to an appeal for donations by the International
Executive Board. The money was collected by donations from members of Locals
13, 63 and 94 on February 1.
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More Clericals
In Local 63

Local 6 Racks Up Big Gains in
Number of Independent Houses
SAN FRANCISCO — New contracts
have been ratified recently at a large
number of independent houses in the Bay
Area.
Workers at San Francisco Consolidated
Fiber won a three-year settlement providing increases of 800-800-600 with 900-800800 for drivers, plus improved funeral
leave and vacations. Shop steward Modesto Gonzales and BA Don Ruth handled
negotiations.
A two-year contract at Interpace was
ratified 51-to-6. Highlights include 700-750
in wages, plus 250-100 for maintenance.
Additional holiday and pension increases
were obtained through the teamwork of
BA Ken Tacconi, Albert Garcia, Chuck
Bunn and Larry Ware.
Overwhelming ratification also was reported at Pabco Gypsum. BA Leon Harris
and negotiating committee members John
Myers, Jim Granade and Dan Myea, secured a three-year pact providing a 700
raise each year, plus Cost-of-Living adjustments and classification adjustments.
Also included were improvements in sick
leave, vacation, shift differential and
others.
Workers at Cable Distributors can also
boast a new settlement, reports BA Joe
Figueiredo.
New job transfer and severance pay
options were also negotiated by BA Al
Lannon for members at Commercial Packaging. Its successor company, California
Packaging Center, is opening in Gilroy
with a Local 6 contract. BA Bill Raasch
will service the new house.
Ten new members of Local 6 at PacCon in Oakland have signed their first
three - year agreement which will bring

Garment Workers in
Hawaii Join ILWU
HONOLULU — In a tremendous organizing victory, ILWU Local 142 won a representation election January 16 at Napili
Sportswear company on Maui, thus breaking into the garment industry which is
notorious for its fierce anti-union stand
in many parts of the country.
"Our team members are to be commended for doing an outstanding job
against heavy odds in cracking a difficult
area of organizing," said Local 142 Vice
President Eddie Lappa.
Twenty-six out of 42 eligible workers
voted for the ILWU and ten cast "no
union" ballots, he said. The triumph is
expected to pave the way for a good
organizing year in 1980.

wages up by between $3 and $3.25. Also
negotiated were area health and welfare
coverage and contract language. The
agreement was negotiated by BA Pat Heide
and Stephen Giuliano.
OFFICE WORKERS
Office Workers at US Cold Storage
in Oakland have also signed their first
ILWU agreement, featuring wage increases of 4% December 1, 1979 retroactive to
December 1, 1979; 5% June 1, 1980 and
9% June 1, 1981. The contract will expire
at the same time as the Northern California Master Warehouse Agreement. Heide
and Peggy Parker negotiated the agreement.
Local 6 members at Wilkes Bashford,
San Francisco, have ratified a two-year
agreement featuring wage increases of $1
during the first year and 600 the second
year, with the area agreement's COLA
language effective June 1, 1981. Other improvements in the area of jury duty, severance pay and health and welfare benefits were also won. The contract was negotiated by BA Joe Figueiredo and Phil
Lum, Jr.

Big Local 26 Pact at
Great Lakes Carbon

Local 56 Scaler Jose Gallardo in the
hold.

Scalers Settle
Southern Cal
Industry Pact

SAN PEDRO —ILWU Shipscalers Local
MOJAVE. Calif. — The 82 members of
56
recently wrapped up a two-year agreeILWU warehouse Local 26 at Great Lakes
with employers in the Southern Caliment
three
a
ratified
Carbon Company have
industry.
year agreement which will increase wages fornia marine cleaning
by 650 in the first
are
increased
Wages
secby 15% in the first year, 10% in the
and 600 in the second year, bringing
year
year.
third
the
in
7%
and
year
ond
the lowest-paid group up to $10.10 at the
Cost-of-living language is improved to start of the second year. The employers'
remove the "cap," with a corridor equal health and we
contribution is into the first and second year wage in- creased from 550 to 800, while the hourly
crease. Inequity increases for skilled pension contribution is increased by 50 per
maintenance electricians and mechanics hour in the second year of the agreement,
will provide another $1.30 per hour imme- bringing it up to 300 per hour.
diately.
TAKEAWAYS
During the second year of the agrc
The big issue in these negotiations was a
ment, employees will pick up another holiday, plus improvements in the company's list of ten-to-15 takeaways submitted by the
employers. One employer, IT Services,
pension plan.
Elmer
by
even threatened to cease operations unless
negotiated
was
The agreement
Sisk, Milo Cook, Dan Willerford, Gilbert they got the relief they wanted.
After extending the agreement for two
Hernandez, Mike Saparcio and Local 26
Vice-President Hy Orkin, with assistance weeks, Local 56 was able to hang onto the
from Local 26 President Joe Ibarra and contract language needed to protect the
International Vice-President George Mar- members' welfare and working conditions.
The negotiating committee consisted of lotin.
cal officers Victor Sierra and Teo Lizarrage, assisted by Southern California Regional Director Don Wright.
Next Dispatcher
The agreement covers approximately 100
Deadline— March 28
members of Local 56.

Arbitration
Boosts Dock
Booze Program
SAN FRANCISCO — Rather than completely deprive an alcoholic longshoreman
of his right to earn a living on the docks,
Coast Arbitrator Sam Kagel has handed
down a significant decision which offers
the sick man one last chance for rehabilitation.
Kagel's ruling of January 25 reverses an
area arbitrator's decision to deregister a
Local 19 longshoreman, and instead requires that the brother be placed on suspension. He can regain his job only after
successful completion of an alcohol rehabilitation program.
LONG-TERM EFFORT
In coming to his decision, Kagel cited
the ILWU's and the Pacific Maritime Association's long-term ef f ort to provide
treatment for alcoholics and to the current
attempts by PMA President Ed Flynn and
ILWU Coast Committeeman Bill Ward to
establish a coastwise rehabilitation program.
While Kagel did not dispute the area arbitrator's verdict, "as that case was presented to him," he added that arbitrators
in a penalty case should seek to reflect
ILWU-PMA policy, while at the same time
protect the interests of fellow workers and
employers.
The case involved a longshoreman with
15 years of service and an undeniably
rocky work record. In the last five years,

he had been disciplined twice for intoxication and creating a disturbance on the job,
and once for similarly violating Section
17.81 of the Pacific Coast Longshore Contract Do cument, which states that "all
longshoremen shall perform their work
conscientiously and with sobriety."

The man also had been found guilty of
walking off the job, and, most recently, of
assault. This final charge prompted the
area arbitrator's decision for deregistration.
"Clearly," argued Kagel, "both the Employer and the local Union were aware of

Local 6 Wins Beef on Protected Activity
MILPITAS, Ca — ILWU Local 6 recently successfully grieved for an employee's right to take action to protect
his own safety and health. The incident
occurred at Holland-Pacific Hitch Co.,
which manufactures hitches for semi-trailers.
The issue revolved around fumes in a
poorly ventilated welding area. Steward Al
Mora had unsuccessfully sought to get
action from the company on several occasums over the last few years, as eid many
cf the members. The fumes were causing
nausea and other ill effects.
The problem came to a head when
welder Rosalio Chavoya rigged up a ventilating device of his own invention to carry
the fumes away. The company disapproved, and ordered Chavoya to take it down.
He finally did so, but apparently in
such a way as to give the company an
excuse to fire him for insubordination.
It was the union's contention in pre-

s.e.nting the grievance that Chavoya was
engaged in a protected activity, that he
had patiently sought redress through the
company, and that failing to get any action, he had sought to merely protect his
own health and safety.
The Local and the company agreed to
settle the case short of arbitration, with
Chavoya, who was laid off for 26 days
getting back pay for 13 of those days, full
seniority and reinstatement. The remaining 13 days were considered time off for
insubordination.
"I'm certain we could have won the
case in arbitration," says BA Frank Magallanez, "because the issues were very
clear. But because of some personal considerations, Brother Chavoya wished to
stop short of that step. The committee did
a hell of a good job."
The grievance was handled by Magallanez with committeeman Al Mora, Richard Molina, and Joseph Loren.

WILMINGTON — The most recent addition to Local 63's office clerical unit consists of ten office workers at Indies Terminals, who have just ratified their first
three-year agreement. The contract is patterned after the basic office worker agreement covering workers at 11 other shipping
company offices and terminals in the harbor area.
Wages are increased by 51% over the
next three years. The average increase is
$2.94 per hour. The first year's average
increase of $1.45 per hour is retroactive to
July 1, 1979 to August 22, 1979, with the
average retroactivity check over $430.
Other improvements include two new
holidays, bringing the total to 12, liberalized sick le a v e accumulation, increased
transportation allowance and contract language improvements in such areas of seniority, bidding, grievance and arbitration
procedures, stewards' termination pay, etc.
The present pension plan was maintained,
but the union succeeded in negotiating a
lump sum additional payment of $3,600 for
one employee who was ready to retire.
The negotiating committee consisted of
Bruce Skerry, Becky Offineer and Carl
Clay. Regional Director Don Wright assisted.
CREDIT UNION
The five office clerical workers at the
ILWU Credit Union here also negotiated
their first one - year agreement. It was
agreed that the employees would get a $25
per week wage increase retroactive to
August 15, 1979 plus health and welfare
through the Local 26 health and welfare
fund. The committee consisted of Mary
Sedillos, Carl Clay and Wright.

Local 46 Wins Pact
For Harbor Workers
PORT HUENEME—Office,clerical maintenance, custodial and wharfinger employees of the Oxnard Harbor District have
signed their first ILWU contract as members of longshore Local 46.
The one-year agreement provides a 9.1%
average wage increase, ranging from 400
to 660. The agreement also increases the
employer's contribution to the medical plan
from $75 to $100 monthly.
The negotiating committee consisted of
Local 46 Secretary-Dispatcher Ted Escoto,
committee members Gail Little and Pat
Silvas, with the assistance of Southern California Regional Director Don Wright.
(the longshoreman's) alcoholic problem
and that such problem was related to his
unacceptable conduct. . . . Affirmative action, with reference to that problem,should
have been taken by the local parties."
He explained that although previous
cases showed that the docker had not taken
advantage of rehabilitation when given the
opportunity, "the record did not reflect the
detail or condition of such a rehabilitation
opportunity."
AN OPPORTUNITY
Hence, wrote the Coast Arbitrator, "the
decision seeks to give (the longshoreman)
a clearly defined opportunity for rehabilitation. ... If (he) succeeds, the ILWU-PMA
policy will be vindicated. If (he) fails rehabilitation, he will have been given a last
chance and deregistration will result."
Under the terms of the ruling, the longshoreman shall be considered on suspension and shall not be dispatched to any
port until it is found that he has been rehabilitated. He also shall agree in writing,
by February 25, to participate without reservation in an alcoholic rehabilitation program approved by Flynn and Ward.
If, at the end of the program, Flynn and
Ward agree that he is rehabilitated —
"based upon the evidence presented to
them from the program and from such other evidence they consider relevant" he
shall be dispatched as a longshoreman under a one-year probation.
However, if the longshoreman fails to
abide by any of these stipulations or if any
proven instance of alcoholic behavior occurs during the year, the former decision
will stand and he will be automatically deregistered.
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Foreign and Domestic Policy, Structural Changes

Canadian Convention Acts on Wide Range of Issues
VANCOUVER, BC — Discussion at the
16th Canadian Area ILWU convention held
in Vancouver, BC February 25-29, and attended by over 60 delegates from 11 locals,
covered a wide range of issues, and resolutions sent in by the locals.
Highlights of the convention included a
strong stand for peace, a policy statement on the Canadian economy, a critical
view of the energy crisis, discussion of the
New Democratic Party, and constitutional
changes aimed at greater autonomy for
the Canadian Area of the ILWU.
As is usual at ILWU conventions, the
Officers Report and the resolutions were
examined paragraph by paragraph by convention committees, amendments were
proposed by the committees and further
amendments were made by delegates
from the floor.
WORLD AFFAIRS
As in other conventions, a substantial
section of the Officers Report was devoted
to international affairs.
Noting that the cold war is again being heated up, the report emphasized that
"peace still remains the greatest single
issue facing mankind. Unless the arms
race is halted, and armaments gradually
reduced by negotiations that protect the
security of all concerned, the world will
inevitably, whether by accident or design,
be involved in a nuclear holocaust from
which there is no return."
The decision of NATO to deploy Pershing II and Cruise missiles in Europe would,
the report declared, lead to a new escalation of the arms race and heighten the
danger to peace.
The issue of Soviet troops in Afghanistan and the reaction of the United States
aroused a lively debate in the convention.
"An assessment of the Soviet action,"
said Vice President Dave Lomas, "depends
on who you're listening to and what you're
reading. Our position is consistent — no
intervention by any country."
The Officers Report, endorsed by the
convention, took the position that "all
foreign troops withdraw immediately from
Afghanistan and the destiny of the Afghanistan people be left entirely in their
hands."
Full support to the people of Chile was
also pledged by the delegates.
"We will continue to give our brothers
and sisters in Chile all the help we can,"
the delegates declared in adopting the
Officers' Report, and "we will not load
any military equipment destined for the
Pinochet regime."
CANADA'S ECONOMY
The economic policy statement adopted
came out strongly against "continentalism" declaring that the essence of this
policy "is to send all our resources of raw
materials to the US and to import all our
manufactured goods from the US."
Noting that Canada was becoming "deindustrialized" the delegates demanded
that "manufacturing industries be built in
cur own country,"
The basic causes of inflation were defined as price fixing and profiteering by
the big corporations and the arms race.
To stimulate the Canalian econnmv,
the convention came out for the building
of secondary and manufacturing industries
which will process Canadian raw materials
before they are exported, building a Canadian merchant marine, a government initiated program of affordable housing, trade
with all countries to reduce dependence on
the US price and profit controls, and a
cut in arms spending in Canada.
For the first time in its history, the
Canadian Area of the ILWU in convention
decided to throw its support behind one
political party, the New Democratic Party.
The issue was raised by the convention
committee charged with reviewing the
Officers Report. It recommended, following the adoption of an economic policy advanced by the Officers, that the ILWU
"back a political party to enforce this
policy."
After considerable debate on the pros
and cons of giving blanket support to a
single party, the convention by majority
voice vote decided to back the NDP.
ENERGY CRISIS
The convention also had an answer for
the so-called energy crisis in BC.
• "There is no energy crisis in Canada,"

the delegates charged in adopting a statement on energy. "We have enough oil and
natural gas to take care of Canada's needs.
We are still exporting huge quantities of
oil and natural gas to the United States.
If shortages or scares of shortages develop,
these are deliberately and artificially created by the foreign-owned oil corporations
that dominate 90% of our oil industry.
"Nor is there any justification for Canadian domestic prices going up to world
levels. Increases in world prices do not
increase the cost of production in Canada.
It is not OPEC that is responsible for increases in the price of oil and gas in
Canada. They are being increased by
multi-national oil corporations and the
governments who give in to their demands."
The convention adopted an energy program that called for the retention and expansion of Petrocan, the governmentowned oil corporation, and the nationalization of the entire energy industry in Canada. Delegates overruled an amendment
by the resolutions committee which would
have substituted the word "control" for
"nationalization" with many delegates
taking the floor to point ont that control
without natilnalization in Canada would
be difficult if not impossible.
The convention came out against the
export of BC hydro power to the United
States. "BC power," it declared, "should
be used to build industry in BC, not to help
build industry in another country. The export of power on the scale wanted by BC
Hydro is not only the export of jobs, it's
the export of our future."
FREEZE ON NUKES
The delegates also recorded their demand for a freeze on any further expansion of nuclear fission power in Canada,
with many arguing strongly against allowing any uranium mining in BC.
Expressing their solidarity with labour
struggles in both Canada and the United
States, the delegates re-affirmed their support for Canadian postal workers, whose
national president Claude Paint is now
serving a three month jail sentence for
union activities, called for a boycott of
Husky Oil to help striking I.W.A. workers
in Mississippi, supported the United Fishermen and Allied Workers Union in its

struggle against harassment and court
action by the Combines Branch, and decided to "adopt a striker" through weekly
contributions to help striking lumber and
sawmill workers at Fort Frances and
Kenera, Ontario.
INTERNAL CHANGES
An important structural change in the
Canadian Area of the union was decided
on by the convention when it agreed to
discontinue the position of International
Regional Director.
The special resolution on the subject
pointed out that the Canadian Area locals
in the past 20 years have consolidated into
a strong, viable organization, capable of
representing the interests of the total
membership without placing demands on
the resources of the international union.
At the same time the delegates resolved
to "have continued strong official relationships with the international union and to
continue monetary obligations to the building fund and The Dispatcher.
A special constitutional convention of the
Canadian Area will be held in 1981 to
revise the constitution before making submissions to the next international convention of the union.
International President Jim Herman
stressed the close relationship between the
Canadian Area and the rest of the union.
"Your efforts aimed at a further refinement of the structure of a Canadian national longshore union will be met by the
International with support because they
are legitimate in terms of your national
point of view and national needs," Herman
said.
"However this need not undermine your
affiliation with the International or the
partnership we have had for many years.
In adjusting the structure, the under-pinning, that is, affiliation, should be
strengthened."
Herman went on to denounce the current "transparent effort to reinstate Cold
War, rebuild the armaments industry and
create hysteria so that one man may be
elected. This is the traditional American
response when you have inflation and unemployment — manufacture arms instead
of effectively addressing the issues."
Vice-President Rudy Rubio, also recognizing Canada's "very proper claim for
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At the platform—Canadian Area First Vice-President Dave Lomas, President
—photos by Sean Griffon
Bob Peebles, and Bert Johnson, resolutions committee.

economic and political independence from
the United States, and stressed the community of interests of ILWU members on
both sides of the border. "When it comes
to the large issues, like war and peace,
consumer prices and jobs and unemployment, like it or not, Canada and the United States share a great mutual dependence. While we fight on different sides of
the border, for the most part we face identical problems created by a common enemy — corporations, bankers, developers
and entrepreneurs who themselves share a
common interest in the economic and social oppression of workers everywhere."
In the primary elections held on the
last day of the convention the following
were nominated for Canadian Area officers:
President — Don Garcia, Local 502,
New Westminister Bob Peebles, Local
500, Vancouver.
First Vice President — Dave Lomas,
Local 500; Gordie Ralph, Local 500.
Second Vice President — Willard Gallic,
Local 503, Port Alberni.
Third Vice President — Bert Johnson,
Local 500; Gary Phelps, Local 500.
Secretary-Treasurer — Frank Kennedy,
Local 500.
Trustee (4 year term) — Ralph Graham,
Local 506, checkers.
The elections will take place by referendum ballot.
New Westminster was selected as the
site of the next convention.
Dan Cole, Local 500, was elected by
the convention as the Canadian Area
delegate to the next convention of the
Canadian Labour Congress.

Labor Gains in
Canada Vote
VANCOUVER, BC — The defeat of the
Conservative government headed by prime
minister Joe Clark in the February 18
federal elections came as no surprise.
Its proposals to levy heavy new taxes and
to greatly boost the price of oil and gas
met with strong opposition from the majority of Canadians. Clark's attempt to
gain support by jumping on the Cold War
wagon of president Carter also failed.
The Liberals, headed by Pierre Elliott
Trudeau, ousted from office in the May,
1979, federal elections, were re-elected with
a small over-all majority. They secured
146 seats in the House of Commons, compared to 103 for the Conservatives.
The New Democratic Party, backed by
the trade union movement, increased its
representation from 27 to 32. It made its
biggest gains in the province of British
Columbia where it increased its seats to
12, with the remaining 14 going to the
Conservatives.
The Liberal Party swept the province of
Quebec, taking 74 of its 75 seats, and
wiping out the Social Credit party completely. However, the Liberals did not elect
anyone in Canada's three western provinces—Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British
Columbia.
In the popular vote the Liberals went up
from 40.0% to 43.9%, the Conservatives
went down from 36.0% to 33.0. while the
NDP went up from 18.0% to 19.8%.
Margaret Mitchell, whose interview was
carried in the last issue of The Dispatcher,
was re-elected in Vancouver East for the
NDP.
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Local 8 Secretary Bill Luch, discusses issues in the strike at Chevron Tank
Farm at Willbridge with Al Smith, Business Agent of Oil, Chemical & Atomic
Workers Local 1-1978, "We have been giving the strikers full cooperation
and assistance," said Luch, one of some 200 sympathizers at "Chevron Way
Day last month.

ILWU Locals Up and Down Coast
Pitch in to Help Striking Oil Workers
SAN FRANCISCO — "Every union, and
every working man and woman in America has an interest in the outcome of the
dispute" between the 60,000 members of
the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers and
the major US oil companies, the ILWU
International Executive Board declared
last month. By supporting the strikers, the
board said, ILWU members "can strike a
blow against corporations whose activities
lie at the heart of our current economic
difficulties."
With the strike now over two months
old, ILWU members up and down the
coast are supporting OCAW strikers
wherever possible. In Portland. for example. Longshore Local 8 is giving "full
cooperation and assistance" to strikers at
the Chevron storage tank farm at Willbridge in Northwest Portland, Secretary
Bill Luch reports.
The Multnomah County Labor Council.
also, is backing the beef, and so are the
Teamsters.
The strike began at the Chevron tank
farm here at 5 a.m. January 19. That
weekend, a barge loaded with Chevron
products attempted to avoid a union picket
boat on the Willamette by unloading at
the Union Oil Co. dock and transferring
the product to Chevron via an inter-tank
farm pipe line.
PICKETS POSTED
OCAW served notice that pickets would
be posted at the gates and off the docks
of any oil company accepting Chevron
products — Shell, Union, Mobil, Texaco,
Exxon.
As of this writing, the Union's picket
boat was continuing to operate on the
Willamette. It was being honored by the
Inland Boatmen, and no deliveries were

LeRoy King, Secretary-Treasurer of
ILWU warehouse Local 6, was one
of a large number of labor leaders
who pledged their full support to the
OCAW strikers at a noontime rally in
downtown San Francisco last month.

being made to Chevron.
The strikers belong to OCAW Local
1-1978. They formerly belonged to an independent (representing Standard of California's marketing department employees
in nine western states), which in 1979
voted to affiliate with OCAW. The company refused to recognize the new union,
impounded dues check -off funds and
forced a decertification election which it
(the company) lost. Negotiations for a
first contract were begun, but came to
nothing.
SAN FRANCISCO RALLY
And in San Francisco, hundred of trade
unionists turned out for a noontime rally
in front of the Standard Oil headquarters
on Market Street.
"American consumers are being raped
economically by the oil companies" while
those same oil companies are raking in
"obscene and immoral" profits and denying their workers reasonable wage increases, charged John Henning, executive
officer of the California Labor Federation.
Henning noted that members of the Oil,
Chemical & Atomic Workers Union Locals
1-5 and 1-1978 haven't had a wage increase
for 23 months despite soaring profits which
have allowed oil companies to buy copper
mines, newspapers, department stores and
circuses. These kinds of investments, he
said, repudiate the oil companies claim
that they need such massive profits for
oil research and exploration.
Also speaking at the rally was LeRoy
King, Secretary-Treasurer of ILWU Warehouse Local 6; Bud Dougherty of the Citizen/Labor Energy Coalition; Jack Crowley
of the San Francisco Labor Council; Reeva
Olson, vice president of the San Francisco
Coalition of Labor Union Women; Jim
Baker, Western Regional Director of the
AFL-CIO, and Dottie Palacios, an international representative for OCAW.
"Oil worker wages account for less than
one cent of the dollar or more that you
pay for a gallon of gas," she said. "The
oil industry displays the same arrogance
and contempt to its employees as it does
to its customers. We are all at the mercy
of the oil companies. It is time that we
ALL stand together and tell the oil companies no."
Palacios said workers are asking for
a wage increase to keep up with inflation
and a fully paid medical and dental plan,
as provided by most major industries.
"Oil workers are exposed daily to some
of the most toxic substances known," she
added. "This exposure makes it vital that
all oil workers receive the best health
care available."
Additional solidarity rallies have been
scheduled by the broadly representative
Labor-Community Support Coalition for
OCAW.

oh aralorio II
WILMINGTON — In a moving demon- and to the struggle for social justice and
stration of unity, some 4,500-5,000 members peace." Herman had high praise for the
of organized labor in the Los Angeles-Long entire Harbor Area labor movement for
Beach Harbor Area marched peacefully "this tremendous display of working-class
through downtown Wilmington Saturday solidarity."
afternoon March 1, concluding with a rally
Also speaking were ILWU Secretaryat the headquarters of longshore Local 13. Treasurer Curtis McClain, who urged that
The march was organized by the Har- "we must find ways of putting the power
bor Labor Coalition, representing nearly we've shown here to work," and Viceall unions in the San Pedro-Wilmington- President Rudy Rubio who praised the
marchers for their discipline and unity.
Long Beach area.
The purpose of the march, according
Other speakers included Jack Foley,
to ILWU International Executive Board OCAW; Gordon Humphrey, NMU; Mary
member Louie Rios, who is one of Local McDaniel, UE; Carl Kessler. TAM; Mike
13's representatives on the Coalition, was Riley, Teamsters; Bette Murphey, UAW;
"to show our solidarity and demonstrate Jim Stanberry, AFF; Howard Garvin,
support for striking unions in the harbor Painters; Vince Russo, IBU.
area."
The march shut the harbor down for the
Over 3,000 members of the Oil, Chemday.
While the commercial press billed
ical and Atomic Workers in the harbor
the event as a "strike," the parade was
area are part of a tough, nationwide strike
actually conducted during the course of
against the big oil companies. A small unit
Local 13 stopwork meeting, Loveridge
a
of ILWU Local 26 members have been
explained.
All passenger ships and military
on strike for more than 3% months against
cargo were worked.
IT Corporation. Members of both unions
have been beaten up, arrested and harassed by policemen, on and off duty.
They've watched scabs and supervisors
escorted through picket lines to take their
jobs. "One of the things we wanted to
demonstrate," Rios said, "is that organized labor will not permit that kind of behavior to go on in our community."
Local 13 members co-ordinating the
ILWU's role in the march were Rios, BA
Dave Arian and John McCoy.
BROAD SPECTRUM
Members of the coalition include ILWU
longshore Local 13; warehouse Local 26;
shipscalers Local 56; clerks Local 63; foremen's Local 94; Fishermen's Local 33, and
chemical workers Local 20-A. Other members include two locals of the OCAW, the
Inland Boatmen's Union, Masters, Mates
and Pilots, United Electrical Workers, the
National Maritime Union. Teamsters Local
692 and the Newspaper Guild.
But many more local unions — auto
workers, teachers, carpenters, machinists,
steelworkers and a group of members from
ILWU Local 30 in Boron who drove 150
miles from the desert to make it, joined
the march. A delegation from ILWU longshore Local 29 also came up from San
Diego.
The spirited parade began at noon at
Banning Park, and moved along Avalon
Boulevard through downtown Wilmington,
stretching as far as the eye could see, to
the Local 13 hall.
Leading the parade were approximately
1,000 white-capped longshoremen, carrying
colorful signs made up by gang members.
They were followed by a cheering, chanting group of 1,000 or more oil strikers and
One night in late January, Local 26
contingents from other unions made their member Manuel Ramirez, a striking emown banners.
ployee of IT Corporation made the misSpeakers at the rally, chaired by Local take of verbally challenging an off-duty
13 President Lou Loveridge, brought the cop who was performing a citizen's arrest
crowd to its feet countless times in con- on his son, Frank, also a striking IT
tinued calls for unity, and re-dedication to worker. When the L.A. Harbor Division pothe original purposes of the labor move- lice arrived, they arrested Manuel as well.
ment. "Let this be a new beginning," said
"They took me to the parking lot beILWU President Jim Herman, "a demonstration of where the power really is. Let hind the station house and started workus start here in Wilmington with a new ing me over. As I got out of the car, one
commitment to our basic union principles of the cops said, oh, so you're trying to
get away, and he put a choke hold on
me from behind.
"I passed out. I don't remember what
happened next, but when I woke up I
was on the ground and my lip was badly
split. My son said they just let me drop
when I blacked out. When they got me up,
a guy twisted my arm so hard, and cuffed
me so tight, I lost the feeling in part of
my right hand."
Police brutality and harassment of strikers has become a serious issue the Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor community, as
members of the Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers and ILWU warehouse Local 26
have been on the receiving end of some
of the worst treatment handed out on the
picket line in many years.
Some 54 members of Local 26 have
been on strike at IT Corporation since last
November. They've been beaten, kicked
and choked by local police, on and off
duty. They've been held at gunpoint.
They've been arrested on petty charges
which don't hold up in court. Similar inci-
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Leading unity parade down Avalon Boulevard were (in plaid suit) OCAW District Director Jack Foley, ILWU Local 13
President Lou Loveridge, Local 13 member John Espinosa, Jr., ILWU Vice- President Rudy Rubio, President Jim
Herman, Secretary-Treasurer Curt McClain,Teamster Joint Council 42 President Mike Riley and IBT Local 692 Secretary-Treasurer Monte Ogden.
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dents have been reported by OCAW strikers who have been picketing at nearby refineries since early January.
Most of the problem originates with the
off-duty cops from surrounding communities, such as Torrance and Signal Hill,
whom IT has hired as security. "The Signal Hill cops are the worst," says OCAW
Local 1-128 Secretary Bill Braughton.
"They should have 'Chevron' written on
their uniforms."'
Things improved after Local 26 President Joe Ibarra and Regional Director Don
Wright won agreement by the Long Beach

and Los Angeles Police Departments to
forbid their men to free-lance in labor
disputes, but abuses by members of other
police forces continue. Objectionable activities by the LAPD are "under investigation" by the office of Mayor Tom Bradley.
Jerry Miller was jumped by an off-duty
Torrance cop at about 3:30 one morning
two weeks ago after stepping onto company property to retrieve a picket sign
that had blown off the fence. "He
jumped out from behind the wall and
pointed his .38 at me, and ordered me to
lie down on my belly. When I didn't, he
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Local 26 delegation, led by Secretary-Treasurer Max Aragon, included
strikers from IT Corporation and Kilsby Tubesupply.

knocked my legs out from under me,
cuffed me and hauled me into the dispatch office. As soon as we stepped into
the room, he stuck out his leg and shoved
me so that I fell on my head and opened
up my scalp.
"Then he started asking me questions.
Like, what's your name, what were you
doing? Every time he did, I told him
to f - - - off, and he'd hit me hard on
the back of my head with his knuckles.
He kicked me too.
"Finally, he asked me one last question, and when I told him what he could
do, he grabbed my arms and yanked them
up so hard, he smashed one of the bones
in my thumb. Then I heard another voice
saying, 'lighten up, the police are here.'"
MAIN ISSUES
The 54 ILWU members employed at IT
have been on strike since November 16.
The principal issues in dispute concern
amnesty for all strikers, a no strike
clause, job protection, and wages.
The company also wants to do away
with contract language which allows workers to respect bonafide picket lines, and
eliminate sections that prohibit supervisors and all non-bargaining unit personnel from performing bargaining unit
work.
Picket lines are solid and well attended.
In both cases, waterfront work has been
made available to strikers by longshore
Local 13. Both groups of strikers had large
and spirited contingents in the Harbor
Unity parade March 1.

Cancer. It's the most chilling word in
the English language. And no wonder.
Last year more than 750,000 Americans
developed the disease and about 400,000
died from it. That's more than 1,000 deaths
each and every day of 1979.
The major cause of this atrocious, yet
reversible, death rate stems from chemical and environmental factors — what we
touch, breathe, eat, drink and work with.
As much as 40% of all cancers are workrelated, according to federal statistics.
In fact, out of the 30.000 chemicals
commonly used in US industries, the National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health has identified 2,500 as potential
or suspected carcinogens. And some 3,000
new chemicals enter the workplace every
year.
On January 16, the Occupational Safety
Sz. Health Administration announced its
new cancer policy, which will take effect
April 21 if not stopped by a lawsuit. Many
employer groups have already filed suits
alleging the policy is "unclear, excessively
rigid and expensive." The AFL-CIO also
filed suit, charging the policy is not tough
enough. It will be years before these
suits work their way through the courts.
Meantime, OSHA's new cancer policy
is designed to reduce work-induced cancer by speeding up the process of setting
health standards. In OSHA's nine year
existence, an average of two standards
have been issued per year. OSHA now
expects to issue up to ten a year.
In brief, OSHA defines a "potential occupational carcinogen" as "any substance
or combination or mixture of substances
which cause an increased incidence of
benign or malignant neoplasms in humans
or in one or more experimental mammalian species as a result of any oral, respiratory or dermal exposure."
TWO CATEGORIES
The policy will classify these substances
into two categories. A Category I Potential
Carcinogen is a substance that has been
found to cause cancer in humans or animals. If evidence only suggests a cancerproducing effect, then the substance falls
into a second category.
In July, OSHA will publish a list of 500
substances which are "candidates" for
regulation. Twenty of these will be included in a "Priority List," based on the estimated number of workers exposed, the
level of that exposure, and the extent to
which regulatory action could reduce the
cancer risk and other health hazards.
OSHA will then select substances from
this list which merit regulating. Standards for both Category I and II Potential
Carcinogens will contain requirements for:
a permissible exposure limit (PEL),
monitoring regulated areas, methods of
compliance, respiratory protection, protective clothing and equipment, medical
surveillance, employee information and
training, signs and labels, record keeping, and employee monitoring.
The PEL for Category I Potential Carcinogens are to be set as low as feasible
through engineering and work practice
controls. If suitable substitutes are available, OSHA may set the exposure limit at
zero, which is not the same as banning
a substance, but it would force some employers to use a less harmful substitute.
The exposure limit for a Category II substance will be set on a case-by-case basis.
One of the highlights of OSHA's cancer
policy is the Emergency Temporary
Standard (ETS), which will allow the
agency to respond quickly to a critical situation without wading through an elaborate rule making procedure. If OSHA
finds a Category I Potential Carcinogen
to pose a "grave danger" to workers an
ETS may be issued. It's effective upon
publication in the Federal Register and
is followed by a permanent standard within six months.
Given the many cancer-producing agents
in the workplace and their 20-to-40 year
latency period, the benefits of OSHA's
policy may not be felt until the year 2000.
But it is a step in the right direction.
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Four New Alcoholism
Coordinators in ILWU

WALTER MAHAFFEY

Walt Mahaffey,
Was 101 VP
LOS ANGELES—Walter Mahaffey, who
served as International Vice-President of
the ILWU during the late 1930s, in its
earliest days, died late last month. He
was 74.
Joining the union when it first got off
the ground in the fall of 1933, Mahaffey
was a founding member of longshore
Local 54, Stockton. "Those were pretty
rough days," remembers retired Secretary-Treasurer Lou Goldblatt. "The Associated Farmers and their vigilantes controlled that town, and things could get
pretty rough, especially when there was
a strike on.
"But Walter was a real stand-up guy.
He wouldn't back down when he believed
in something, and he believed in this
union all the way, You never had to
worry about Walt."
Mahaffey was elected Vice-President
of the State AFL Council in 1936, and then
became vice-president of the ILWU (when
it was still the Pacific Coast District
of the ILA), serving in 1936-37.
Leaving the Stockton area around 1939,
Mahaffey moved to Los Angeles where he
organized and later became business
agent for a unit of waterfront crane drivers in the Operating Engineers. "But he
was always really close to the ILWU,"
Goldblatt recalls, In 1950, he testified in
behalf of Harry Bridges at one of his
deportation trials. In 1955 he brought his
unit of crane drivers into Local 13.
He retired from Local 13 on disability
in 1968.
Mahaffey is survived by his wife, Ruth,
two daughters, Marilyn and Jeanette. His
Funeral services were performed by the
Neptune Society.

WILMINGTON — There are now four
new alcoholism rehabilitation coordinators
in the ILWU due to the successful training course sponsored by the Employee
Assistance Program, reports EAP Director Ed Torres.
The intensive five-week course ended
February 2, and the graduates will soon
begin offering alcoholism referral services
at their own locals, says Torres, who also
is a member of longshore Local 13.
"The ILWU turnout was one that we
can all be proud of" he remarked, "as
these good union brothers gave up five
Saturdays in a row with no pay or any
compensation for their expenses."
Those who participated in all the
sessions and received certificates of completion were: Richard Olson, Local 13;
Jesse Marquez, Local 20-A; Eddie Mondor,
Local 94; and Robert Hinostro, Local 46,
who traveled from Olivenhein and had to
put in a 16 hour day in order to attend
each class.
Several other men need a few more
hours to complete their training, says
Torres, and special classes are being set
up for them. He adds that the program is
still expanding and training opportunities
soon will be available in the San Diego
area.

Auxiliary Meeting Set
TACOMA — Delegates from ILWU Auxiliary chapters in Oregon, Washington and
British Columbia are coming to this Puget
Sound city April 19-20 for the 15th Biennial
Convention of the Federated Auxiliaries.
It will be opened by Margaret Wilson,
president of Auxiliary 35. All sessions will
be held at the Rodeway Inn, 6802 S.
Sprague Ave.
Betty Arnold, Raymond, vice-president
for Washington; Clara Fambro, Portland,
vice-pr2sident for Oregon; and Virginia
Deacon, Port Coquitlan, BC, vice-president for Canada will preside over the twoday meeting. Georgia Cady, head of the
Auxiliary Puget Sound Council and Amy
Gillette, long active in auxiliary affairs in
this state, are among the local women
serving on the arrangements committee.

Li Qing-tang, Captain of the Rong Cheng,(second from left) — first Chinese
flagship to visit the Port of Portland in 30 years — is welcomed by Larry
Clark, Secretary/Business Agent of clerks Local 40, Henry Lunde, President
of longshore Local 8; and George Nakata of the Port of Portland.

Portland Dockers Greet China Cargo
PORTLAND — The Rong Cheng, first
Chinese flagship to call at Portland in
more than 30 years, sparked great interest
on the waterfront, according to Local 8
Business Agent Walt Butler.
Butler inspected the sleek, 485-foot vessel on its arrival February 18 at Terminal
4 and pronounced it "the kind of ship we
like to work, with clean decks, fast, whirlytype gear in good working order, and wide,
open hatches providing good ventilation
for the use of lift machines in the hold."
Also at T-4 were Local 8 President Henry Lunde, Vice-president La Verne Ferguson, and LRC members Jerry Bitz and
Jerry Kralicek, as well as port officials,
news photographers and representatives
of China Ocean Shipping of Shanghai. Tea
and Chinese sweetmeats were served to
the visitors.
Phil Pitzer and Larry Clark, President
and Secretary-Business Agent of Local 40,
attended the luncheon, as did NW Regional
Director G. Johnny Parks Bill Luch,
Secretary of Local 8; Butler, Bitz, Kralicek and LRC member Jim Collins.
BIG CUSTOMER
Before the 1949 trade embargo, China

•

Organize!
Do you know some workers who don't make union wages?
Who have no fringe benefits? Who have no security on the job?
In other words, do you know workers who want to be organized into the ILWU? If so, please write or telephone information to one of the following. An ILWU staff member will be
happy to help.
Northwest Regional Office
G. Johnny Parks,
Regional Director
405 N.W. 18th Ave.
Portland, Ore. 97209
Phone: (503) 223-1955
Seattle Area
John Bukoskey, Organizer
5501 - 4th Avenue, South,
Rm. 212
Seattle, Wash. 98108
Phone: (206) 762-8640

Canadian Area Office
Craig Pritchett,
Regional Director
2681 E. Hastings St.
Vancouver, B. C.
Phone: (604) 254-8141
Northern Calif. Regional Office
1188 Franklin Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94109
Phone: (415) 775-0533
Felix Rivera, Intl Rep.
Karl Leipnik, Inr1 Rep.
Phones: Crockett Area:
(415) 7811711
Sacramento Area: (916) 371-5638

Southern Calif. Regional Office

BEAUTIES—Richard Santos, a member of Local 6, Stockton (left) and his
partner John Clark recently pulled
these two sturgeon out of San Pablo Bay, near China Camp. Santos'
catch weighed 50 pounds, Clark's
weighed 70.

Donald Wright, Regional Director
25324 Frampton
Harbor City, CA 90710
Phone: (213) 539-7976
Earlie Barnett, Intl Rep.
Lorenzo Gonzalez, Organizer
Riley Moore, Organizer

Hawaii Office
Thomas Trask
Regional Director
451 Atkinson Dr.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814
Phone: (808) 949-4161
Edward Tangen, Intl Rep.
John Arisumi, Intl Rep.

for many years was Oregon's top foreign
customer. Export items included lumber,
flour, wheat and paper.
China has a large merchant fleet, and
Portland could become the port of entry
for the once flourishing US-China trade.
This would bring uncounted hours of work
loading the Rong Chong would provide 58
men with four or five days' work.
Portland's selection as a port of call for
the Rong Cheng followed two years of discussions and correspondence with Chinese
government agencies, Port spokesmen
said. The Port made contact with China
before restoration of full diplomatic relations. After that occurred, Oregon Congressman Les Aucoin, the Port's Executive Director Lloyd Anderson, and Ken
Lewis, then head of the Port Commission,
visited China.
STAFF COMMENDED
Larry Clark, Secretary-Business Agent
of Local 40, has written Lloyd Anderson,
Executive Director of the Port of Portland
and Joe Edgar, President of the Port Commission commending the staff of the Port
and the Port Commission for their successful crusade to bring China Ocean Shipping
officials and the Chinese flagship Rong
Cheng to Portland.
Clark's letter said in part: "The efforts
and foresight of the Commission and staff
in visiting China last year and the followup communication have borne the hopedfor fruit. . . . I am sure the entire community will be the beneficiary of this new
trade. We hope it will expand to even bigger shipments in the near future . . and
we will do our best to see that this beginning call goes well. .
"This new opportunity is especially
gratifying to we of the ILWU. We have
long advocated trade with China, where
at times we were standing alone. We are
glad that with the efforts of Congressmen
like Les Aueoin our concepts of free trade
have come to fruition."

Local 29 Signs
Paperstock Plant
SAN DIEGO—Members of longshore Local 29 employed at the Container Corporation of America's Paperstock Plant here
ratified a new two-year agreement recently, their second pact since entering the
ILWU over a year ago.
The new agreement improves wages by
410 in the first year and by 38 in the second. Classification adjustments, affecting
eight out of the 13 employees, will provide
an additional 5 to 94 during the first
year. A second shift differential was established at 10c an hour.
The agreement was negotiated by Local
29 Secretary / Dispatcher Sammy Vargas,
committeeman Francisco Zuniga a nd
Southern California Regional Director Don
Wright.
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'Jaws II' Initiative Would Devastate
California's Ability to Serve Public
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Commissioner's office, thereby thwarting
enforcement of the state's labor laws.
• Mandate massive cutbacks in state,
local government and school system personnel with the loss of tens of thousands
of jobs; and,
• Lead to the imposition of tuition at the
University of California and state colleges
that would tend to make these public institutions the private preserve of the
wealthy.

It's spring, and as the major league teams head south, members of ILWU
warehouse Local 6 are trying out for a number of teams which the local will
enter in city leagues all around the bay. Above photo was taken at westbay
tryouts held last month between storms.

Local 6 Gears Up for Good Weather
California State Senator Albert Rodda (D -Sacto) discusses dangers of
Proposition 9 — "Jarvis II" — with
ILWU Northern California District
Council Legislative Representative
Willie Walker, Local 17.
—Photo by Henry McKnight

SAN FRANCISCO — Opening the 1980
ILWU Local 6 sports season, 27 aspiring
ball players took the field February 9
at Kimble Park to tryout for a position on
one of the two teams the Local will sponsor in the city's slow-pitch softball league.
None of the warehouse athletes were
disappointed, reports Local 6 Activities

tions

Chairman Henry McKnight. All of them
were assigned to either the B-league or
A-league team.
In charge of choosing the line-up, batting infield, bringing the beer and other
miscellaneous coaching duties are Bobby
Berlanga, Jessie Franklin, Rocky Thauberger and Alex Lovelle.
The coaches have had to cancel some
practice sessions and a pre-league game
due to rain, but they say the players
should be ready when the Spring season
opens later this month. The teams also
intend to play in the summer league which
begins in June and lasts through October.
Other Local 6 activities coming up include the Summer Bowling League, and
a local-wide golf tournament. Slow-pitch
leagues are also getting underway in the
East Bay, Crockett and Stockton. A deepsea fishing excursion is also slated.

Local 142 Sets Heavy
'80 Sports Schedule

Columbia Riv. Council
Is for Health Advocate
PORTLAND—The ILWU Columbia River District Council has endorsed a young
lawyer, Ron Wyden, who is running in
the Democratic primary against the District 3 incumbent Bob Duncan.
In doing so, the delegates lined up with
four other unions who have thrown their
support in recent days to Wyden: The Machinists, Joint Council of Teamsters, State,
County & Municipal Workers and the
Laundry & Dry Cleaning Workers.
Wyden, who appeared personally before
the CRDC asking for support, is a former
campaign worker for Wayne Morse, and
widely known as an advocate for patients
in nursing homes and an opponent of what
he calls "poison for working people"—the
value-added tax and proposals to tax unemployment compensation and workers'
fringe benefits.
In other actions at its February meeting the CRDC:
• Bestowed an Honorary life membership on J. K. Stranahan, who retired recently from Local 40. He is a former CRDC
secretary and served many times as Council delegate.
•Lowered the boom on efforts to reinstate the draft. The motion, made by Harry Stamper of Local 12 and seconded by
Nip Montgomery, also of Local 12, passed
with one dissenting vote.
•Instructed President Piltz to attend
meetings of the Multnomah County PUD
Coalition, in which 20 groups have come
together to work for the passage of a public power initiative in the November election.
•Honored a request from the Teamsters Union for support of Ballot Measure
No. 1, opposing diversion of state highway funds.
•Endorsed State Senator Ted Kulongoski, Eugene, in his race to defeat US Senator Bob Packwood. Recommended for reelection was State Rep. Max Rijken, district 38. He is a member of the AWPPW.
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ILWU District Council Warned:

SACRAMENTO — The $5 billion revenue
loss created by Proposition 9—the Jarvis
II Income Tax Initiative—would have a
"traumatic and adverse" impact on state
and local government, warns State Senator Albert Rodda.
Rodda, chairman of the Senate Committee on Finance, denounced the measure at
a Northern California District Council
meeting January 26 in Sacramento, and
outlined for the ILWU delegates what it
would do to the state economy if it passes
the June ballot.
"The State Budget would be reduced by
25%, the schools apportionment would be
reduced by 25%, and the health and welfare allocation to local government agencies, counties particularly, for assistance
to the needy will be reduced by 25%," he
said.
The Democrat from Sacramento also
pointed out that unlike Proposition 13,
there will be no accumulated state surplus
to offset the losses and finance existing
services.
AFL-CIO OPPOSITION
The AFL-CIO Executive Council, meeting in Florida February 18, also rallied
against Howard Jarvis' controversial
scheme to cut tax rates in half. It noted
that $5 billion of state aid to local government in 1978 blunted most of the adverse
impact of Prop. 13, but that its delayed
effect, coupled with the depletion of the
state budget surplus and the proposed 50%
reduction in state income tax revenues,
would be disastrous for Californians.
"We reaffirm our opposition to tax cuts
which provide windfalls to the wealthy, rig
the tax structure even further against low
and middle income workers and hamstring
the ability of government to provide necessary services," said the statement adopted
by the council.
In underscoring the effect Jarvis II, also
called JAWS II, would have on state and
local government services, the California
Labor Federation charged it would:
• Result in massive cutbacks in the
Cal/OSHA safety inspections staff;
•Force major cutbacks in the Labor
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Warehouse Local 6 President Keith Eickman installs 1980 San Francisco
Pensioners' Club officers. Outgoing secretary Al Quittenton received tribute
at the meeting, including remarks by retired ILWU International officers
photo by Henry MoKnight
Harry Bridges and Lou Goldblatt.

Local 10, San Francisco
The results of the 1980 elections in
Longshore Local 10 are as follows: President, Willie Zenn; Vice-President, John
Carr: Secretary-Treasurer, Herb Mills;
Business Agents, Bill Watkins, Tom Lupher; Dispatchers, (Chief ) Harry Simon,
Joe Mosley, Richard Estrada, Leonard
Magee and Tom Perez.

Local 26, Los Angeles
Members of Warehouse Local 26 have
elected their officers for the coming year,
as certified by the Local 26 election board,
James Atkins, Chairman.
Elected president is Joe Ibarra; vicepresident, Hy Orkin; secretary-treasurer,
Max Aragon. The February run-off winner
for business agent #1 was Luisa Gratz.
Business agent #2 is Billy Hudggins and
BA #3 is Jesus Alvarez. Business agent,
cosmetic division, is John M. Lee, Trustees
are: Jack Adams, Wally Adams, Harry
Danovich, Robert Flood and Paul Perlin.
Southern California District Council delegates are Pete Escobedo, Luisa Gratz,
Anastassio Margaronis, Paul Perlin and
Wilfred Solomon. Cosmetic Division vice

chair is Dave Valle and cosmetic division
trustee is Lucille Trujillo.
The executive board consists of: Retail
Drug: LaRoy Jackson, Anastassio Margaronis, Nicholas Rohaly. General Warehouse: Kay Adams, Modesta F. Keene,
Tony Sermeno. Chemical: Frank Laugel.
Bag: Pete Escobe,do, Adolfo Hylton, Pablo
Marchand, Oscar Mendez Steel and Metal:
Rafael Felix, Craig Franklin, Larry Jefferson, Jim Maples, Joseph Navarrette, William Rochester. Scrap: Gerardo Hernandez, Rogelio Marquez. Antelope Valley:
Charles H. James. San Diego: Sal DeLillo.
Cosmetic: Gerald Bushnell, Robert C.
Daly.

Columbia River Council
Sam Piltz of Local 8 took office as President of the Columbia River District Council February 24, at a meeting in the Local
40 Clerks Hall.
The slate of CRDC officers for 1980 also
includes Nip Montgomery, Local 12, VicePresident; Bob Schwartz, Local 40, Secretary; Ed Mapes, Local 43, Assistant Secretary; and Harry Stamper, Local 12, Dick
Crampton, Local 8, and Bob Gauthier, Local 50, Trustees.

HONOLULU — The ILWU Local 142
sports program. under the stewardship of
15 newly-elected sports committee officers, is in full-swing this year with islandwide competition in bowling, softball.
volleyball and tennis.
Tennis is the newest activity on the
Kauai ILWU sports calender. It was
added last year, and began its second
season with a double-elimination tournament on January 19. Ten teams entered
the tournament sponsored by the Kauai
ILWU Tennis Club. Taking first place was
the doubles team of Reggie Agrade and
Ernest Domingo of Kekaha Sugar Unit
3106.
Regular matches will be played monthly, with tournaments scheduled quarterly,
said Fred Castillo, Kauai ILWU sports coordinator. He added that the Kauai Club
is anxious to line up matches with ILWU
tennis players on the other islands.
The popular sport of volleyball is also
making a comeback in the ILWU program. Competition was revived February
3 with the opening of the six-team Oahu
mixed league.
And as usual, there's no shortage of
softball action this time of year on the
Islands. The 28th annual season is underway on Oahu, and the five-team league
on Kauai opened play February 3. ILWU
sports directors on Maui report that
they're about to begin their season, and
that they're also planning to sponsor the
25th Annual State Tournament in May.
In addition, ball players on the Big
Island of Hawaii have just completed the
9th Annual Kona Invitational Softball
Tournament. Separated into two leagues,
they'll soon begin playing regular season
games in hopes of reaching Island playoffs.
The big news in bowling is that ten
teams from Hawaii, Kauai and Oahu
entered the 9th ILWU State Women's
Bowling Tournament last month.
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How Strong?

Afghanistan

I have just received a copy of the ILWU
Dispatcher dated February 1, 1980, in
which is included the full text of a press
release issued by the titled officers on
January 10, 1980.
The text of the release is introduced by
such phrases as "Afghanistan Crisis."
"ILWU blasts invasion," and "strong condemnation of the Soviet Union's invasion
of Afghanistan."
The article dealing with the press release also refers to "The President's Report" by James Herman on page 2 of the
issue.
The press release and the President's
Report are the actions of the Summer
Soldiers of the Cold War who make their
beacheads on the sands of ignorance and
prejudice.
Both the press release and the Report
include references to ILWU refusal to
handle Iranian cargo, to further confuse
the issue. Iran is still in the throes of a
people's revolution, after over 25 years of
suppression a bloody dictatorship and
massive exploitation by US interests. It becomes difficult to mix bananas with string
beans, but such action is, nevertheless,
counter-revolutionary and anti-working
class — hostages or not.
Where was the ILWU condemnation as
Pakistan created the blood bath in what
is now Bangladesh. The U.S. and the
"Pople's" Republic of China supplied
Pakistan's weapons.
Where was the condemnation of China's
militaristic adventurers when they invaded the war-torn country of Vietnam —
"to teach Vietnam a lesson?" Or the support for the Vietnamese action in chasing the murerous Pol Pot regime out of
Cambodia?
Is it not true that China was supplying arms to the Afghanistan "rebels"?
That Afghanistan was a Marxist country;
that President Amin had filled the prisons
with his political critics: that one of the
first actions of the Soviets in Afghanistan
was to open the doors and gates of the
prisons?
Consistency is not always a virtue, but
knowledge, truth and honesty are.
Paul Heide
Local 6 (retired)

Dockers, Widows
On Pension List
SAN FRANCISCO—Following is the
March, 1980 listing of dockworkers retired under various ILWU-PMA plans:
Local 1 0, S a n Francisco: Lowell
Caldwell, William Conner, Robert Cuellar; Local 13, Wilmington: Izidor Brunac, Joseph Calise. Lloyd Lane, Francis
McCabe, Frank Temblador, Irving
Walsh, Abel Zubillaga: Local 19, Seattle: Donald Rice, Arthur Sletterdahl:
Local 23, Tacoma: Carl Sandell; Local 34, San Francisco: James Thornton;
Lozal 54, Stockton: Kenneth G-oldsberry; Local 75, San Francisco: Cyrus D.
Childers.
*The widows are: Asuncion Aguilar.
(Camilo, Local 131; Ann Aho (Toivo,
Local 10); Florence Alexander, (Elsie,
Local 10); Marie Barboza, (Antonio,
Local 10); Vera Bernard, (Joseph, Local 21); Josephine Binford, (Virgil, Local 19); Loula Brown, (Walter, Local
52); Kathleen Cabral, (Harry, Local
34); Johanne Christensen, (Pete, Local
62); C. M. Cook, (Walker, Local 10);
Eleanor Crosby, (Richard, Local 92).
Lela Denton, (James, Local 12); Ida
Hailing, (Bjarne, Local 10); Rose Harris. (Roy, Local 10); Lydia Hickman.
(John, Local 8); Synthia Hill, (William.
Local 10); Evelyn McKinney, (Harold.
Local 34); Jean McNamee, (Shurly,
Local 52); Lois Nunnellee, (James. Local 13); Geneva Oldland, (James, Local 12); Alice Peterson, (Conrad. Local
10); Hazel Rinehart, (William, Local 8); Loris Settergren, (Carl, Local
47): Leah Taff, (David, Local 12);
Grace Thomas, (Arlie, Local 10).
*Names in brackets are those of deceased husbands.
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International Women's Day
March 8 is International Women's Day, an observance which originated in
the United States in 1908 when thousands cf women from the suffrage movement
and the emerging needle trades unions rallied in New York City. One of their
many demands was for a day to be set aside each year as women's day.
Twc years later, in 1917, the holiday was more formally instituted when
delegates from many U.S. women's groups met in Denmark with women
activists from other countries. They called upon the women of the world to unite
in the struggle for better conditions for all women, and proposed that March 8
of every year should be known as International Women's Day in commemoration
of that struggle.
Since then, this day has been celebrated worldwide but particularly in Socialist countries where it has become a sort of Mother's Day and Labor Day rolled
int, one.
Despite observance in this country by some leftist women's groups, the holiday never really caught on until the last decade with the emergence of the feminist movement. Most recently, International Women's Day has been linked
specifically with the struggle to pas the Equal Rights Amendment.

Puget Council Tackles Log Issue
OLYMPIA — The ILWU's Puget Sound
District Council is trying once again to
prevent a ban on log exports from state
lands, maintain a ceiling on the amount
lenders can charge for borrowed money,
and at the same time link arms with other
groups concerned with safety and health
issues.
In a report to the membership, Council President Ken Rohar said he appeared

ILWU at Hearings
On Runaway Shops
LOS ANGELES — The ILWU Southern
California District Council, which helped
push for Congressional hearings on "Run
Away Shops" legislation (HR-5040), took
part in those hearings on January 18, reports council president Luisa Gratz.
An all-day session was held in Los Angeles at the Museum of Science and Industry by Congressional Representatives Augustus Hawkins (D-Calif), William Clay
(D-Mo), and Bill Ford (D-Mich), author
of HR-5040, the National Employment Priorities Act.
Also represented were the two House
Sub-committees on Employment Opportunities and Labor-Management Relations. In
addition. State Senator Bill Greene attended and agreed to sponsor a state bill on
the subject.
The hearing, which received wide media
coverage, attracted 250 spectators. and
strong labor and community support. Fifteen unions turned out, but the limited time
only allowed testimony by representatives
of the Auto (UAW), Steel (USWA) and
Rubber URW) Workers unions, the ILWU.
Teamsters, Los Angeles County Federation of Labor, and Electrical (UE), Oil
(OCAW), and Ladies Garment (ILGWU).
and Food and Commercial Workers
(UFCW).
The combined testimony criticized the
provision of the Federal tax incentives to
multi-national corporations for encouraging their moves overseas, as well as tax
breaks and loopholes for corporations locating in Right-to-Work states.

before the Joint Natural Resources Committee on January 29 to lobby against the
latest log bill, SB 3380. He informed the
Senate members that "any ban or restriction on any commodity or raw resources
such as logs would have a crippling effect
on our jobs, particularly in ports where
logs are the principal commodity.
The oppostion argued that jobs are being exported along with the logs, and that
the legislation would bring more employment to saw mills. But Rohar pointed
out that the bill would only upset international trading partnerships and possibly
drive business away from Washington
state.
BANK RATES
The District Council also took on the
state's business community in a recent
hearing before the House Financial Committee. At issue was HB 1600. a bill designed to remove restrictions on how
much banks and other lending institutions
can charge borrowers.
"It seems as though the banks aren't
making it on a measly 12% usury and 12%
credit limit, which was voted in overwhelmingly by the people in the state in
1968," said Rohar. "The figures the financial community would like to see after
removing (the restrictions are) somewhere in the 18% to 22% bracket."
As it looks now, there's too much opposition for the bill to go anywhere, reported the council. What legislator would
vote for it when many of his constituents
have just said no?
SAFETY CONFERENCE
The council also explained about the
union's participation on the Governor's
State Health and Safety Board, whose
function is to set up the ILWU Annual
Safety Conference.
ILWU members in Washington should
inform their officers whether they think
the conference is worthwhile. The Governor's Board has been in a lull, but that
seems to be ending, Rohar said. He recommended that the ILWU stay with the
conference to improve the job-level safety
of all workers.

"We talk a lot about Senior Power, but
let's look at how strong we really are —
and how much stronger we could be,"
said a recent bulletin of the Los Angeles
Warehouse Local 26 Pensioners' Club.
There are more than 24 million Americans 65 years-old and over, according to
statistics from the AFL-CIO. In the 1976
presidential election, 62% of the elderly
voted, which is ten points higher than the
national average of all voters. And in the
congressional elections of 1978, voters over
65 outvoted all voters 45 and under, 56%
to 53%.
While the number of those 65 and over
rose 20% from 1970 to 1978, from 20 million
to 24 million, the number of women over
65 went up faster, and they now outnumber men, 14.3 million to 9.8 million.
The same report indicated that in 1976,
persons 65 and over could expect to live
an additional 16 years on the average; 14
years for men. 18 for women. Also, an
average of seven to ten elderly visited a
doctor in the previous six months.
"These are some of the reasons to keep
talking about National Health Care," said
the bulletin, suggesting that members
bring a friend to their next pensioners
meeting. "If we can become a good,
strong group we can really make ourselves heard, perhaps to work for increased pensions. impress our legislators
and work well with other pensioner organizations."

Lobby Monopoly
Speaking of lawmakers, the pensioners' paper reported that lobbyists spent
nearly $50 million to influence legislation
and administrative decisions in California
in 1977 and 1978.
According to the Fair Political Practices Commission, the biggest spenders
were gas and electric companies and the
telephone companies — "utilities that
would like rate increases for us to pay!"
Nearly 60% of that $50 million was
spent by corporations. banks, utility and
insurance companies. Only 9% was spent
by labor and public employee groups.
"We can't match the corporations and
utilities in money, but we CAN have effective spokespersons, and we DO have people, if they just remember to vote and
make their demands upon the legislators."

JAWS ii Alternative
One issue that California seniors are
shouting about is the Tax Simplicity Act,
a comprehensive tax relief and reform
initiative proposed as an alternative to
Jarvis (JAWS) II. It's endorsed by many
California senior groups, as well as the
California Tax Reform Association,
The Tax Simplicity Act, slated for the
November ballot, will provide a tax cut
for 90% of California's income taxpayers
averaging $330 by closing tax loopholes
and raising the income tax rate for corporations.
The Act "will introduce into the state's
income tax system the simplicity and
equity that senior citizens want and deserve," said John Riggle, Executive Secretary of the California Commission on
Aging, the primary advocate for the
state's three million senior citizens.
A FIRST STEP
It's "the first step towards tax justice
for seniors,- echoed Carl Jones, President
of the Congress of California Seniors, the
state's largest organization for seniors
made up of more than 500 senior citizen
clubs.
The Tax Simplicity Act simplifies the
personal income tax by eliminating virtually all exemptions, credits and deductions
in favor of larger -zero brackets" and
more equitably balances the tax burden
between individual taxpayers and corporations.
The Act exempts from taxation the first
$20,000 of income for couples ($10.000 for
single people). Above these "zero brackets- a graduated income tax with rates
from 1% to 12% is applied.
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Business Plots to Rip Guts Out of OSHA
WASHINGTON, DC—The federal government's ability to protect the safety of workers on the job is on the line, as the Senate
La bor Committee considers legislation
which would cripple the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).
The bill, ironically titled "The Occupational Safety and Health Improvements Act
of 1980 (S. 2153)", would "strip OSHA of
its inspection and enforcement powers, reducing it to little more than a record keeper of worker deaths and injuries," according to a statement adopted by the ILWU
Executive Board last month. (See full text
below.)
"Ninety percent of all workplaces would
be exempted from inspections, leaving
some 70 million workers at the not-so-tender mercies of their employers," the Board
pointed out.
The bill would also severely curtail the
rights of workers to call in OSHA inspectors and even further reduce the already
puny fines that the OSHA hands out to
employers who violate safety and health
regulations.
INJURIES ALLOWED
Here's how it would work:
•S. 2153 establishes a schedule under
which plants are allowed a certain number
of lost workday injuries per year based on
size. A plant employing between 26 and 49
workers, for example, would be permitted
1 lost workday injury per year; a plant
employing between 650 and 999 would be
allowed 20. Any employer who stays under
that allowable injury rate would be exempt
from regular OSHA safety inspections, until one or more workers were killed or hospitalized in a plant accident.
The effect of this legislation would be to
turn OSHA into an enormous paperwork
empire, forcing staff to spend most of their
time checking employer appeals for exemptions against workmen's compensation
records which, it is generally agreed, only
indirectly reflect the actual safety record
of a given plant.
OSHA Director Eula Bingham points out
that "there is an enormous amount of underreporting in compensation cases and
this bill would provide a direct incentive to
the employer to underreport." It offers no
safeguards against employers' falsifying
data. Historically, self-policing has proven
completely ineffective for the worker.
•The bill further weakens OSHA's real
authority by allowing employers to "voluntarily" improve an unsafe condition cited
in a worker's complaint. Such a complaint
will no longer cause an inspection to occur.
Instead, OSHA will have to inform the employer that the complaint has been filed

and of the nature of the complaint. If the
employer agrees to correct the situation,
there will be no inspection. The bill undercuts the critical role of unannounced in-

spections, and permits employers to get by
with superficial or cosmetic corrections of
unsafe conditions.
All health inspections — as distinct from

Strange Alliance Attacks OSHA
Employer organizations have never
liked the Occupational Safety and
Health Act for obvious reasons. They
worked with the Nixon Administration
to weaken it. They've taken it to court
repeatedly to obstruct its authority to
enforce minimal health standards,
they've put forward one bill after another to weaken its authority, and
they've used their considerable muscle
Congress tc under-fund it.
THE USUAL GANG
The current legislative attack, by
means of S. 2153 is being produced by
the same cast of characters—the Business Roundtable, the Chamber of Commerce, the American Conservative
Union, and a large group of industrial
employer organizations which have always had it in for OSHA.
But this time, they've put together a
strange coalition of six Senators to

sponsor the bill, demonstrating their
ability to win over even the most "prolabor" politician in a tough election
year, with campaign expenses rising.
The sponsors include, predictably, the
ultra-conservative Orrin Hatch of Utah.
Even the sponsorship of Sen. Richard
Schweiker ( R-Pa.) a liberal relatively
progressive Republican, is understandable.
But how about Harrison Williams (DNJ), the guy who actually wrote the
OSHA bill. And then Frank Church of
Idaho, Alan Cranston of California. At
least Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin had
the decency to withdraw his sponsorship when the bill's obvious defects were
pointed out strongly to him. But it's
clear that employers are swinging a
heavy purse and that every ounce of
labor pressure to defeat this bill will
be necessary this year.

safety inspections — would continue to be
permitted. But even here, the bill would
have an impact. Many health inspections,
for example, are now begun as a result
of a referral from a safety inspector.
•The bill drastically reduces OSHA's
already minimal ability to fine employers
for violations. An employer who stays within his allowable injury rate and sets up an
advisory committee on health and safety
cannot be fined for any serious or non-serious violation. If the employer exceeds the
limit, but still maintains a worker advisory
committee, he can't be fined more than
$700.
NO COMPLIANCE
"Note that there is no requirement in the
bill for employers to comply with the safety committee's recommendations—they only have to meet and consult," points out
the UE News. "Just saying 'we'll look into
it' — a phrase only too familiar to union
stewards and safety representatives—will
get the employer off the hook."
"Even when OSHA enters a plant for an
inspection, the inspector is limited to the
area where the incident occurred, and could
not include the entire plant. Other dangerous hazards could thus go unnoticed until
somebody else got killed or injured."
In Senator Schweiker's own words the
bill seeks to limit OSHA's "policeman role"
and to replace it with "employer and employee self-initiative to improve workplace
safety and health." That is to say, it would
make OSHA safety compliance voluntary.
Unlike some other attempts to curb
OSHA's power, this one is neither aimed
exclusively at small business, nor is it
the property of only a few conservative
businessmen or Congressmen. Included in
the list of the bill's beneficiaries will be
probably almost every member of the Fortune 500.
BOTTLE IT UP
No date has been set for hearings on the
bill, which has broad support in Congress,
among both lib2rals and conservatives.
(See box below.) If it can be bottled up in
the Senate committee, all or part of it
could still be attached to OSHA's appropritations package. In the last session of
Congress, that strategy was used to exempt emloyers of certain small businesses
from regularly scheduled safety inspections through next September 30.
No sponsor for Schweiker - Williams has
been found in the House. House sources
said leaders of the relevant labor subcommittee there could be counted on to oppose
the bill, although "if the Senate passes it,
there will be tremendous pressure over
here from business."

International Executive Board Says:

'Health and Safety of American Workers Is at Stake'
ing some 70 million workers at the not-so- snarling OSHA in a mass of "red-tape"
tender mercies of employers whose pri- that would greatly restrict worthwhile acmary purposes are higher productivity and tivities.
the accumulation of profits.
This deadly legislation is co-sponsored by
S. 2153 would accomplish its aims by (1) a peculiar coalition of die-hard opponents
requiring OSHA to turn over worker com- to organized labor and several Senators
plaints to their employers for correction, who owe their election to the support of
(2) giving employers advance notice of workers and the unions which represent
Corporate America wears many faces. OSHA inspections, (3) severely reducing or them, not the least of whom is Senator
This time the Business Roundtable, the eliminating fines for serious hazards, (4) Alan Cranston, Democrat from California.
Chamber of Commerce, and the American making it more difficult for workers to re- We can only assume that the capitulation
Conservative Union have joined forces to ceive workers' compensation, and (5) en- on this issue of the liberal Democrats is
dismember the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). The health
and safety of American workers is at stake.
OSHA has as its primary purpose the
prevention of occupational diseases and acThe so-called "Occupational Safety and Health Improvements Act of 1980" is
cidents. It functions through investigative
now before the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources. It is extremeand enforcement powers delegated to it by
ly important that this bill not get out of the committee and onto the Senate floor,
Congress. Recent actions by the courts and
where even more crippling amendments could be offered and perhaps passed.
Congress have severely limited its effecThe ILWU has informed every Senator from states in which it has members
tiveness. S. 2153, misleadingly titled the
its strong opposition to this bill. It is important that they also hear from indiof
Health
ImproveOccupational Safety and
vidual members. It is particularly important that the members of the committee
ments Act of 1980, marks what could beits chairman, Sen. Harrison Williams (I)-NJ), know how working people and
and
come the final assault on OSHA. There is
their
allies feel about the bill. The usually liberal Sen. Alan Cranston (D-Cal.)
no doubt but that its right-wing proponents
should
be strongly urged to remove himself as one of the bill's co-sponsors.
see it as a vehicle by which they could
Other members include: Jennings Randolph (D-W. Va.), Claiborne Pell (Dwin abolition of the Agency.
R.I.), Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.), Gaylord Nelson (D-Wisc.), Thomas F.
S. 2153, if passed, would effectively strip
Eaglethn (D-Mo.), Donald W. Riegle, Jr. (D-Miss.), Howard M. Metzenbaum (DOSHA of its inspection and enforcement
Ohio), Richard S. Schweiker (R-Pa.), Jacob Javits (R-N.Y.), Robert T. Stafford
powers, reducing it to little more than a
(R-Vt.), Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah), William L. Armstrong (R-Colo.), and Gordon
record-keeper of worker deaths and injuHumphrey (R-N.H.).
ries. Ninety percent of all workplaces
would be exempted from inspections leavFollowing is the complete text of
a statement of policy adopted by the
ILWU International Executive Board
at its February 12-13 meeting, opposing the enactment of the so-called
"Occupational Safety and Health Improvements Act of 1980."

Senators Should Feel the Heat on OSHA

reflective of election year jitters. We must
use every means at our disposal to convince them that more is to be lost than
gained in their joining the assault on
OSHA, and that those unions which they
thought were critical to their election to
office six years ago are no less important
in 1980.
The ILWU opposes vigorously and in its
entirety S. 2153.
In order to implement this Policy, the
International Executive Board instructs
the Titled Officers to take the following actions:
(1) Immediately notify the members of
the Senate Labor and Human esources
Committee of our opposition to ). 2153.
(2) Immediately request Senator Alan
Cranston to join Senator Gaylord Nelson
(D-Wisc.), and withdraw his sponsorship
of S. 2153.
(3) Ask all ILWU locals and district
councils to advise their memb-rs of the
disastrous consequences of S. 2153, and
urge that they take action in opposition
to it.
(4) Publish in The Dispatcher an informative analysis of S. 2153, inch,ling there
the members of the Senate who are still
then opposing the position of organized
labor.
(5) Take appropriate action in concert
with other unions involved in the struggle
to defeat S. 2153.
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MU Wins
Williams Case
(Continued frotn Page 1)
care of the argument that having A and B
lists was illegal.
In addition, the Court of Appeals, in the
recent San Francisco case, pointed out that
the deregistered B men had been repeatedly warned that violations of the rules could
result in deregistration. It held that the
rules which they had violated were proper
rules and had been properly adopted, and
that the conduct of both the International
and Local 10 in the negotiations leading to
the adoption of those rules was carried on
with "good faith and honesty, in an effort
to reach the best agreement for the unit as
a whole."
FAIR STANDARDS
Leonard noted that in reviewing the
standards adopted by the Union and PMA,
the court observed that a man who is late
in his payment of pro rata may not develop
into a conscientious and reliable worker;
that a man who chisels on his LMO does
not present "a convincing portrait of one
who will improve the work force"; that a
man who has a poor availability record
will not meet the needs of a steady work
force. It then concluded that although
the standards may have been strict,
they were not irrational or illogical. The
court added that it was not its job to substitute its judgment for that of the parties
in "selecting the yardstick with which to
measure a longshoreman's qualifications
for admission to fully registered status."
"The fact that over 80% of the Class B
men met the standards demonstrates that
the overwhelming majority of them were
aware of their obligations under the contract and that the Union was remarkably
successful in obtaining permanent status
for most of the Class B men," the Court
noted.
The Court of Appeals concluded that the
International and Local 10 had not breached
any duty of fair representation they owed
to the deregistered men nor had the International or the local violated the terms of
the Coast contract. The decision dismissing
the case was therefore affirmed.
Attorney Leonard, who wrote the brief
and argued the case for the International
and Local 10 in the Court of Appeals, told
The Dispatcher that he was particularly
gratified that the Court's opinion so closely
followed his brief and arguments, which he
said he had based upon sound trade union
principles. While the deregistered men
might yet appeal to the US Supreme Court,
he expected that the decision of the Court
of Appeals would be upheld and that this
lengthy and expensive litigation would
finally be brought to an end.

Executive Board
Speaks Out
(Continued from Page 1)
the Board charged would "effectively strip
OSHA of its inspection and enforcement
powers, reducing it to little more than a
record keeper of worker deaths and injuries. Ninety percent of all work places
would be exempted from inspections, leaving some 70 million workers at the not-sotender mercies of employers whose primary purposes are higher productivity and
the accumulation of profits."
OIL WORKERS' STRIKE
Finally the board offered full ILWU
support to the 60,000 striking members
of the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers
on strike against the seven major US oil
companies.
"The OCAW strike brings into sharp focus the day-to-day struggle of workers to
survive in an economy where inflation hit
13.4% last year, official unemployment is
more than 6%, and where corporate profits, particularly for the oil companies, are
blasting sky-high."
"Every union and every working man
and woman in America has an interest in
the outcome of the dispute, and by supporting OCAW can strike a blow against
corporations whose activities lie at the
heart of our current economic difficulties," the Board concluded.
In other actions, the board heard reports
from all four titled officers and on local
activities and reaffirmed the ILWUs affiliation with the Progressive Alliance.

International! Executive Board in session February 13. From left, facing camera, Bill Ward, Local 40; Ray Reinhardt, Local 19; Fred Maximo (observer) Yoshinobu Shinsato and Takashi Yugawa (observer), Local 142; Max Aragon, Local 26; back to camera, Willie Zenn, Local 10; Frank Billeci, Local 34; Keith Eickman, Local 6. Below,
board members Louie Rios, Local 13; Bill Kemp, Local 500. Out of camera range, George Ginnis, Local 23, and
titled officers.

Following are the complete texts of
Statements of Policy adopted by the
International Executive Board., meeting in Honolulu February 12- 13, on
support for the refinery strike by the
Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers' Union, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the attempt by President
Carter to revive the selective service
system.

On January 8, 1930, some 60,000 refinery
workers represented by the Oil, Chemical
and Atomic Workers Union (OCAW) hit the
bricks in an effort to win from the world's
richest and most powerful industry improvements in wages, health and welfare,
and vacations which workers everywhere
will recognize as entirely legitimate, commonplace in other industries, and well
within the industry's ability to pay.
The OCAW strike brings into sharp focus
the day-to-day struggle of workers to survive in an economy where inflation hit
13.4% last year, official unemployment is
more than 6%, and where corporate profits, particularly for the oil companies, are
blasting sky-high.
The OCAW is striking to renegotiate the
second year of a two-year contract. It has
modified its initial demands to where it is
now asking for a wage increase of 5% plus
55 cents an hour, a $125 a month company
contribution to each worker's family health
plan, and a $20 a month contribution to a
dental plan. Because the industry is so
profitable and so highly automated, union
gains will have little, if any, perceptible
effect on the prices of gasoline, oil, and
heating fuel. Less than one cent of each
dollar spent for gas or oil goes for wages
for refinery workers.
The eight largest oil companies reported
combined net income of $15 billion for 1979,
a jump of 67% over 1978. Exxon, the largest refiner, rang up $4.3 billion in profits in
1979, followed by Mobil at $2 billion, and
Texaco and Standard Oil of California at
just under $1.8 billion. Standard Oil (Ohio),
the seventh largest in terms of total profits
at $1.2 billion, saw its total profits jump
163% from 1978 to 1979. Texaco profits increased 106%.
While OCAW members now struggle to
make ends meet on the picket -lines, Exxon
doled out $1.7 billion in dividends to stockholders in 1979. In one of the most expensive corporate takeovers in history, Shell
Oil shelled out $3.6 billion for Belridge Oil
Co., a California producer. Exxon spent
$1.2 billion to purchase Reliance Electric,
and Mobil coughed up $800 million for General Crude, described by industry people
as a small oil firm.
The OCAW strike has cut into refinery
output, but most companies continue to
operate with scabs, frequently the company's own professional and white collar employees working 12-hour shifts•for 7 days a
week in guarded enclaves. Research, design, engineering and maintenance activities are abandoned as the refiners try to
undercut the power of the strike and convince both the strikers and the public that
the union doesn't have the power to turn
things around.
The International Executive Board of the

ILWU supports the strike and the just demands of the OCAW. Every union, and every working man and woman in America
has an interest in the outcome of the dispute, and by supporting the OCAW can
strike a blow against corporations whose
activities lie at the heart of our current
economic difficulties.
The Board joins with all of organized
labor in committing the resources of the
ILWU to the support of the OCAW, and
urges all local unions to lend such support
as may be appropriate as a demonstration
of their solidarity on the basic issues involved in the dispute.

The ILWU International Executive Board
condemns the Soviet Union's invasion of
Afghanistan. The invasion is a blatant violation of the fundamental right of each nation to determine its own destiny without
the direct intervention of other countries.
With world peace hanging in the balance,
we call on the Soviet Union to commence
at once the total withdrawal of Soviet
troops from Afghanistan.
While making this demand of the Soviet
Union, we also view with concern the resurgence of a more militaristic foreign policy on the part of the United States. Long
before the invasion took place, the Carter
Administration had taken action to substantially increase the military budget, to
gear American military strategy toward

It seems clear that there are forces at
work in both the US and the Soviet Union
who champion the policy of military superiority, foreign intervention, and "brinkmanship" diplomacy. We recognize that in
an election year the temptation is nearly
irresistible to use military confrontation
abroad as a means to secure election or
reelection at home. We fear that the inevitable outcome of such actions is war and
the threat of mutual annihilation.
The International Executive Board of the
ILWU calls upon the governments of both
the US and the Soviet Union to reevaluate
what appears to be a decision each has
made to abandon for now detente, disarmament, and the preservation of peace in
the world. The Soviet Union must withdraw
from Afghanistan and thus defuse the dangers inherent in that situation. Each nation
must recommit itself to peaceful coexistence — peace being the one indispensable
element to achieving economic progress
and social justice in the world.

The ILWU International Executive
}bard opposes President Carter's call for
the resumption of selective service registration. We believe that such action is
unnecessary, and that it will heighten the
already dangerous level of world tensions.
It threatens to disrupt and possibly endanger the lives of yet another generation
of American young people for some very
dubious purposes.
The only substantive argument offered
by the President for taking this first step
toward resumption of the draft is that it
would "help maintain peace and prevent
conflict in the region of the Persian Gulf
and Southern Asia." Does this mean that
this conscript army will be used to protect any or all of the existing regimes in
that area in the event of popular upheaval? The ILWU rejects the notion that
American young people — most of whom
will inevitably be poor and working class
— must be prepared to die to protect the
interest of a handful of unbelievably
wealthy oil companies who have locked
the US economy into dependence on the
natural resources of that region.
the development of a first strike nuclear
The call for renewed registration has
capability, and to place a new generation much more to do with President Carter's
of nuclear missiles in Western Europe. desire to convince a concerned electorate
Hope for the passage of SALT II was all that he is exercising "leadership" than
but extinguished.
it does with the legitimate desire of the
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, how- US people to be able to defend themselves
ever, has provided a convenient rationale against attack. As recently as last fall,
for an acceleration of this trend, for ex- high administration spokesmen admitted
ample, the re-institution of the draft and that a renewed draft was unnecessary for
the unleashing of the CIA. The Soviets that purpose. We are perfectly prepared
have evoked from the Carter Administra- to join with all citizens in the defense of
tion the threat to use nuclear war in de- this country's security. But we do not
fense of what the US now identifies as believe that the current situation in Southits sphere of influence. The Soviet invasion west Asia requires a mobilization of the
has strengthened US commitments to gov- kind contemplated by the President.
ernments in the Persian Gulf and Southern
President Carter has asked Congress to
Asia which are themselves extremely un$45 million to revive the Selecappropriate
stable and the likely sites of future intertive Service anaratus. We urge all ILWU
national crises.
In sum, the Soviet invasion of Afghani- members, locals, district councils, penstan poses a critical threat to world peace. sioner groups and auxiliaries to communiIt has brought US - Soviet relations to the cate with their representatives in Washboiling point, and thereby pushed the ington, urging that this request be rejected.
world closer to nuclear catastrophe.

